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Abstract
In this study it was investigated to what extent Dutch second language learners of English
experience difficulties when they have to process an unfamiliar regional accent of their second
language English. The Dutch second language learners of English had to transcribe British
standard accented sentences and Scottish regional accented sentences. The British standard
accent functioned as the familiar accent and the Scottish regional accent functioned as the
unfamiliar accent. During this task accuracy scores and processing times were measured for
both accents in a pre- and post-test (for both accents). In addition, the effect of more exposure
was investigated, i.e. whether more exposure of the (previous) unfamiliar accent results in better
performances on accuracy scores and reaction times in the post-test. More exposure was created
with a 4-minute story in between the pre- and post-test. Another point of interest was the order
in which the British and Scottish accent were presented to the Dutch second language learners
of English, i.e. can a beneficial effect be gained on the processing of the unfamiliar (Scottish)
accent, in terms of higher accuracy scores and faster reaction times, when the familiar British
standard accent is heard before the Scottish unfamiliar regional accent (order: British-Scottish,
or vice versa)? Results of this study showed that participants scored in general significantly
higher accuracy scores and significantly faster reaction times on the British standard accent
than on the Scottish regional accent. More exposure of the Scottish regional accent only had a
positive outcome on the accuracy scores in the post-test when participants were exposed to the
Scottish-British order. Additionally, Scottish regional accented sentences were processed
significantly faster when participants were exposed to the Scottish-British order.

1.Introduction
In everyday communication situations can arise in which one of the interlocutors is unfamiliar
with a particular accent. This unfamiliarity can result in difficulties in processing the accented
speech, even when that accent is a variant from the first / native (L1) language (Floccia, Goslin,
Girard, & Konopczynski, 2006; Goslin, Duffy, & Floccia, 2012; Sumner & Samuel, 2009). So
it is also very plausible that second language (L2) learners experience even more difficulties
when an unfamiliar regional variant of their L2 has to be processed.
For example, when second language learners of English go visit the British Isles they often
have difficulties in understanding the Isles variant, even if they have mastered the English
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language quite well (Hughes, Trudgill, & Watt, 2013). British English is known for a lot of
variation in pronunciation and because of this variation, difficulties for second language
learners can arise when they have to process these unfamiliar variations of English. Second
language learners are mostly exposed to an educational environment wherein they are mostly
or only exposed to the standard pronunciation of that language, e.g. formal educational settings
in classrooms (Ernestus & Giezenaar, 2014). So the lack of exposure to unfamiliar variants of
a second language may cause comprehension and perception problems when these unfamiliar
variants have to be processed. However, whether processing unfamiliar variants of a second
language as a second language learner can be problematic, has barely been tested
experimentally.
For this reason, I want to investigate whether Dutch second language learners of English
experience difficulties when they have to process an unfamiliar dialectal variant of English,
even if they possess a relatively high proficiency of “standard” English. In this thesis, the term
unfamiliar accent will be used to refer to a regional accent which deviates in phonetic,
phonological, phonotactic, and prosodic information from the standard language but is still a
variant of the same language (Wells, 1982). Dutch second language learners of English were
exposed to a familiar and unfamiliar accent of their second language English. In this study,
British English was chosen to function as the familiar accent, and a Scottish regional accent
(Edinburgh) was chosen to function as the unfamiliar accent. Other points of interest regarding
the processing of an unfamiliar regional second language accent, and which will be discussed
in this thesis are: the effect of exposure and the effect of order. It was investigated whether an
extra short exposure of the unfamiliar regional accent can be helpful for the processing of that
previous unfamiliar regional accent. Finally, it was also investigated whether the order of the
presented accents can cause a beneficial effect on the processing of the unfamiliar accent, for
example that the processing of the previously unfamiliar Scottish accent is easier when the
British regional accent is heard before the Scottish accent is heard (or perhaps vice versa).
The amount of research that has been done on the processing of unfamiliar variants of the L1
in L1 speakers is relatively scarce and there is even fewer research on the processing of
unfamiliar L2 variants in L2 speakers. It is very remarkable that there has not been done much
research on this topic. If L1 speakers already encounter problems in understanding unfamiliar
variants of their own native language then L2 speakers should most certainly have problems as
well in understanding unfamiliar variants of their L2, if not even more. Therefore, research on
6

processing unfamiliar L2 variants in L2 speakers can be worthwhile for improving second
language education. If second language learners do indeed experience difficulties in processing
unfamiliar regional variants of their L2 it would be wise to suggest changes in second language
education in the sense that second language learners have to be more exposed to a variety of
that second language. Besides that, this research is worthwhile for second language education,
this research also investigates a topic that has not been investigated yet and therefore will be
valuable for the existing research on accent and second language research.

1.1. Background
Firstly, it will be discussed why the processing of an unfamiliar L1 and L2 accent can be
problematic. Next, some studies on processing unfamiliar L1 variants in L1 speakers will be
discussed. Also a number of studies on the processing of foreign accented speech will be
discussed. Finally, at the end of this section the aims of this study will be discussed.

1.1.1. Experience with a previous unfamiliar accent
Why could the processing of an unfamiliar accent in the L1 and L2 be problematic? When there
is too much phonemic deviation from the standard pronunciation, it becomes harder to
recognize the speech correctly (Connine, Blasko, & Titone, 1993). Furthermore, several studies
have shown that the same vowels and consonants of a language can be perceived differently by
native and non- native speakers of that language (Bohn & Flege, 1990; Fox, Flege, & Munro.
1995; Iverson, 2005; Iverson et al., 2003). So the amount of hindrance from an unfamiliar
accent (both L1 and L2) is dependent on the L1 variant combinations (when exposed to an
unfamiliar L1 accent) and L1 variant – L2 variant combinations (when exposed to an unfamiliar
L2 accent). Also both L1 and L2 dialect differences can affect perception of L2 vowel contrasts
(Escudero & Boersma, 2004; Ingram & Park. 1997). So the existing phonological space of the
L1 can influence the processing of an unfamiliar L1 and L2 accent in both a positive or negative
way. Additionally, some studies have shown that perceptual learning is influenced by the
familiarity with a L2. This evidence comes from comparisons between learners who are
inexperienced vs. learners who are more experienced. More experienced learners can
significantly categorize and discriminate certain non-native L2 contrasts better than less
experienced learners, but generally not as well as native speakers of that L2 (Best & Strange,
1992; Flege, 1984; MacKain, Best & Strange, 1981). So experience with a (second) language
7

plays a crucial role in processing a language. Therefore, it is very likely that no experience with
a particular accent in a L1 or a L2 can cause problems in processing. From this it can be
speculated that more experience with a previous unfamiliar L1 or L2 accent can cause shifts in
the phonological space so eventually no hindrance from the previous unfamiliar accent is
experienced. The next studies that will be discussed do indeed show that unfamiliarity with a
L1 accent and a foreign accent may cause processing difficulties.
1.1.2. Unfamiliarity with L1 accent in L1 speakers
Scott and Cutler (1984) did research on the comprehension of particular sounds during
unfamiliar native accent processing. British native speakers processed American English
medial /t/ in words like total. The American English /t/ is produced as a tap. Two groups of
British speakers were tested: a group of British speakers who had lived in England their entire
lives, and a group of British speakers who had moved to the United States. Results showed that
the British speakers who had moved to the United states had less difficulties in processing the
medially tapped /t/ than British speakers who had lived their entire life in England. Scott and
Cutler concluded that comprehension difficulties decrease as familiarity with a speaker of a
different dialect increases.
More recently, Floccia, Girard, Goslin, and Konopczynski (2006) examined processing costs
associated with regional accent normalization in French. Native French speakers were exposed
to a regional French accent that they were familiar or unfamiliar with. Participants in this study
had to execute several lexical decision tasks.

From the experiments in this study, the

researchers concluded that the processing of an unfamiliar regional accent can cause initial and
temporary costs in comprehension. Thus, spoken words are identified more slowly when they
are produced with an unfamiliar native accent compared to a familiar / home accent.
Furthermore, they concluded that the processing delays are a result of the unfamiliarity of the
accent and not of a particular speaking style.
Sumner and Samuel (2008) did research on the effect of processing L1 unfamiliar regional
accents as a L1 speaker. American listeners in this study had to perform spoken wordrecognition tasks. Participants were exposed to unfamiliar regional accents in a primed lexical
decision task (form priming, semantic priming, and long-term priming). With these tasks
Sumner and Samuel (2008) examined the general issue of dialectal variation in spoken word
recognition. They also investigated the effect of different experience levels on recognition
8

spoken words. Sumner and Samuel (2008) concluded that experience with a dialectal variant is
necessary to cause facilitation in processing dialectal forms.
A study by Adank & McQueen (2007) was also on the effects of processing unfamiliar regional
accents compared to familiar regional accents. Participants in this study were exposed to an
animacy decision task. Participants had to decide whether a word referred to a living or a nonliving entity. The words were either given in a familiar or unfamiliar accent.
Adank & McQueen (2007) concluded from their research that unfamiliar L1 regional accented
words are processed more slowly.

1.1.3. Unfamiliarity with foreign accented speech
Another type of accent that can hamper speech processing is a foreign accent. Foreign accented
speech can be defined as speech that differs in some noticeable respects from native speaker
pronunciation norms (Munro & Derwing, 1995). The study by Goslin, Duffy, and Floccia
(2012) used event-related potentials (ERPs) to examine whether the normalization process is
different when people process regional or foreign accented speech. The normalization process
can be explained in two phases: the initial period where processing gets disrupted and the
second phase where adaptation takes place, thus comprehension will be totally or partially
recovered (Floccia et al., 2006). Results suggest that regional related variations are normalized
at the earliest stages of spoken word recognition and that less top-down lexical intervention is
required compared to foreign accented variations. So regional accented speech of the L1 is less
disruptive for language processing than foreign accented speech.
Witteman, Weber, and McQueen (2013) have shown in their study that adaptation towards
foreign accented speech can occur very rapidly. Similar rapid adaptation effects were found in
studies where native speakers were exposed to different dialects of their native language (Scott
& Cutler, 1984; Sunner & Samuel (2009). It can be assumed that a similar adaptation process
will occur in Dutch second language learners of English when they are exposed to an unfamiliar
variantof the English language. While studying foreign accent adaptation, Munro & Derwing
(1995) indicated that processing costs should eventually fall back to baseline processing after
sufficient exposure has been given so complete adaptation can occur. These findings confirmed
the existence of a two-stage normalisation process with initial disruption of comprehension
followed by a rapid adaptation. Clark & Garrett (2004) found that the processing of a foreign
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accent returns to baseline performance after only 2 to 4 sentences but that full accent adaptation
is not always assured.
This study
Even though that the previous discussed studies were different, they do show a similar outcome,
namely that difficulties with a previous unfamiliar accent do not occur when enough experience
has been gained with the particular previous unfamiliar accent. Therefore, in this study, the
effect of more exposure regarding the processing of an unfamiliar regional second language
accent was also investigated.
The previously discussed literature gives insights for a second language perspective on
processing an unfamiliar regional accent. First of all, the aim of this study is to investigate
whether second language learners will indeed experience difficulties when unfamiliar regional
accented sentences have to be processed. Therefore, native Dutch speakers with English as their
second language listened to both British accented sentences and Scottish accented sentences.
The British accent functioned as the familiar variant. The Scottish accent functioned as the
unfamiliar variant. Participants had to transcribe the British and Scottish accented sentences
they heard. During this task accuracy scores and reaction times were measured. To investigate
the effect of more exposure participants were exposed to a related task, in between the pre-and
post-tests of both accents, in which they heard a short story, while some participants performed
an unrelated task instead. The previous discussed studies show that individuals who had more
exposure to a previous unfamiliar accent, experience less processing difficulties than
individuals who lack this kind of exposure.
In addition, this study investigates the generalisation ability of participants, i.e. can participants
perform better on the Scottish unfamiliar accent, regarding accuracy scores and reaction times,
when for example participants are firstly exposed to the British accent and then to the Scottish
accent. This was tested by using different condition orders for different groups, e.g. one group
was firstly exposed to the pre- and post-test of the British accented sentences and subsequently
to the Scottish accented sentences and vice versa for another group. Lastly, as mentioned in the
introduction, this study aimed at high proficient Dutch second language learners of English, so
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the participant’s English proficiency was controlled with the LexTale assessment test1. Scores
on the LexTale assessment test (Lemhöfer & Broersma, 2012) were also a point of interest in
this research, in the sense that scores on the LexTale assessment test could have a predictive
value on the performances, regarding accuracy scores and reaction times, when an unfamiliar
L2 accent has to be processed (see Table 1 for an overview of the design of this study). In the
next section the research questions of this study are summed up and the corresponding
hypotheses are given.
1.2. Research questions and corresponding hypotheses
By executing an experiment in which participants had to perform a transcription task, accuracy
scores and reaction times were measured to answer the following research questions:
1. Do Dutch second language learners of English experience difficulties when they process
an unfamiliar regional accent of English?
− Do difficulties in the transcription task arise regarding accuracy scores?
− Do reaction times increase in the unfamiliar regional variant condition?
2. Are short exposures to an unfamiliar regional variant of English beneficial for the
comprehension of that unfamiliar regional variant of English?
− Do short exposures result in increased accuracy scores on the
transcription task?
− Do short exposures result in decreased reaction times on the transcription
task?
3. Can second language learners of Dutch use the British accent beneficially for the
processing of a Scottish accent?
4. Does the LexTale assessment test have a predictive value on accuracy scores and
reaction times when Dutch second language learners of English have to process an
unfamiliar Scottish regional accent?

1

The LexTale assessment test is a 5-minute vocabulary test in which participants have to
decide whether the presented word, which is presented on a computer screen, is an existing
English word or not. The test is a valid predictor for English vocabulary knowledge and
correlates well with measures of general English proficiency (Lemhöfer & Broersma, 2012).
Therefore, the LexTale gives a reliable indication of a participant’s proficiency in English.
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Table 1: Overview of performed tasks for each group.
LexTale Pre-test

Group 1

x

Scottish

(N=8)

Group 2

x

British

(N=8)

Group 3

x

Scottish

(N=8)

Related / Post-test Pre-test

Related / Post-test

unrelated

unrelated

task

task

Related

Scottish

British

Related

task:

task:

short-

short-

story

story

(Scottish)

(British)

Related

British

Scottish

Related

task:

task:

short-

short-

story

story

(British)

(Scottish)

Unrelated

Scottish

British

Unrelated

task:

task: Trail

Flanker-

making

British

Scottish

British

Test
Group 4
(N=8)

x

British

Unrelated

British

Scottish

Unrelated

task:

task: Trail

Flanker-

making

Scottish

Test

Hypotheses
For the first research question I hypothesised that Dutch second language learners of English
would show lower accuracy scores and increased reaction times on the Scottish regional accent
in at least the pre-test compared to the British standard accent. This was expected because due
to the unfamiliarity of the Scottish accent, the time needed to adapt to this accent will be longer
than the time that will be needed to adapt to the familiar British accent. Due to an extended
adaptation phase for the unfamiliar accent, the speech will be less intelligible at first so it will
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be harder to process the Scottish regional accent, resulting in incorrectly recognized words and
decreased processing times, compared to when Dutch second language learners of English have
to process the British familiar accent (Adank & McQueen, 2007; Floccia et al., 2006; Scott &
Cutler, 1984; Sumner & Samuel, 2008).
For the second research question I hypothesised that the extra exposure, in the form of a shortstory in between the pre- and post-test of the Scottish condition would cause the Dutch L2
learners of English to perform better on accuracy scores and to process the sentences faster in
the post-test compared to the pre-test. As mentioned before, short extra exposures can cause the
previous unfamiliar accent to be processed more easily (Clark & Garret, 2004; Gass & Varonis,
1984; Witteman et al., 2013). Nevertheless, the possibility also exists that the sentences from
the pre-test already create enough exposure for adaptation to take place. If this is the case, no
effect of the short stories will be found and thus performances between participants who
received more exposure and participants who did not will be the same. Another possibility could
be that even the short-stories will not cause adaptation towards the Scottish accent. Thus it
could be possible that more exposure is needed for creating a long term adaptation effect
towards unfamiliar variants of a second language.
For the third research question I hypothesised that participants would show better accuracy
scores and faster reaction times on the Scottish accent when participants are firstly exposed to
the British accent and then afterwards to the Scottish accent. When the British standard accented
sentences are heard, adaptation towards the English language has already taken place (as
participants have to switch from their L1 to the familiar British L2 when they start the
experiment). When the English “standard” language is already activated, it will be easier to
adapt to the Scottish accent, because the standard British English shares phonemic and phonetic
similarities with Scottish. Therefore, the processing of the Scottish accented sentences won’t
be disrupted as much when people have to start with the Scottish accented sentences, because
in this situation participants have to adapt to and have to switch from their L1 to a L2 accent
which is not yet familiar with them (Best & Strange, 1992; Flege, 1984; MacKain, Best &
Strange, 1981; Wells, 1982).
For the last research question I hypothesised that people who score higher on the LexTale
assessment test will score higher accuracy scores and faster reaction times on the pre-tests of
both the British standard and the Scottish regional accent. Participants who have more
13

experience in general with a second language, will most likely also adapt more easily to a
previous unfamiliar accent of that second language L2 (Best & Strange, 1992; Flege, 1984;
MacKain, Best & Strange, 1981).

2. Method
The Method of this study is based on Ernestus, Dikmans, and Giezenaar (2017)2, Gass, and
Varonis (1984), and Witteman, Weber, and McQueen (2012). Participants listened to sentences
in both a British standard accent and a Scottish regional accent. Additionally, participants
transcribed what they heard. Participants were divided into four groups. Group 1 and Group 2
only differed in the order in which the two conditions were presented i.e. Group 1 started with
the Standard British condition followed by the Scottish condition. The conditions were
presented in the reversed order for Group 2. Both groups performed a related task between the
pre- and post-test of each condition; listening to short stories. The same procedure applied for
the Groups 3 and 4. However, Group 3 and Group 4 were exposed to unrelated tasks; cognitive
tasks. Descriptions of the related and unrelated tasks can be found in the sections related task
and unrelated task (Table 1 is shown below again for an overview of the arrangement of the
experiment for each group).
Table 1: Overview of performed tasks for each group.
LexTale Pre-test

Group 1
(N=8)

x

Scottish

Related / Post-test Pre-test

Related / Post-test

unrelated

unrelated

task

task

Related

Scottish

British

Related

task:

task:

short-

short-

story

story

(Scottish)

(British)

British

2

The study by Ernestus, Dikmans and Giezenaar (2017) wasn’t mentioned in the introduction
because the study was on reduced word forms. However, their study also used a transcription
task to investigate to what extent second language learners of Dutch experience difficulties
when they have to process reduced word forms. So a transcription task can be used
succesfully to investigate potential processing problems in a second language.
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Group 2

x

British

(N=8)

Group 3

x

Scottish

(N=8)

Related

British

Scottish

Related

task:

task:

short-

short-

story

story

(British)

(Scottish)

Unrelated

Scottish

British

Unrelated

task:

task: Trail

Flanker-

making

Scottish

British

Test
Group 4

x

British

(N=8)

Unrelated

British

Scottish

Unrelated

task:

task: Trail

Flanker-

making

Scottish

Test
2.1. Participants
In total 33 native Dutch speakers with English as their second language participated in this
study. The average age of the participants was 21,9 years (18-25) and the female/male ratio was
23/10. All participants were Bachelor students of Linguistics, Pedagogical Sciences,
International Business Communication or Psychology from the Radboud University Nijmegen.
One participant was excluded from further analysis due to technical problems in data
registration. The inclusion criteria for participation were: No hearing loss, not being raised
bilingually in Dutch and English, not being a student from English language and culture, and
no extensive experience with the Scottish accent (not more than a total of 2 consecutive days
of contact with the accent).
It was expected that all participants had at least B2 level of English (Council of Europe:
Common European Framework of Reference, 2001) since most Dutch students who enter the
university have passed English exams on B2 level at High School. However, in this study, we
controlled for the participant’s proficiency of English. The English proficiency was tested with
the LexTale assessment test. The participants who took part in this study showed an average
LexTale score of 81.44. This score shows that the average proficiency level of the particpants
can be described as upper and lower advanced (C1 / C2) proficient (Lemhöfer & Broersma,
2012).
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2.2. Materials
The sentences that participants were exposed to are the Bamford-Kowal-Bench (BKB) sentences (Bamford and Wilson, 1979; Bench, Kowal, & Bamford, 1979. The BKB-sentences
are short easy sentences which were originally created for partially hearing (not in the range of
“normal” hearing) children. These sentences were chosen because possible effects on the
processing of unfamiliar regional accented sentences of the L2 should be caused by the accent
and not by the properties of the sentence itself (unknown words, complex grammatical
structures etc.). With the use of the BKB-sentences it can almost be fully ensured that
participants didn’t have semantic and syntactic problems during the processing of the sentences.
This is also shown by the study of Bent and Bradlow (2003), the BKB-sentences include words
that are highly familiar to non-native speakers of English. As a consequence, when problems
occur during sentence processing, it is very unlikely that those problems are caused by
unfamiliar words and/or complex sentence structure. Each BKB-sentence contains three to four
key words. Key words are shown in capital letters in the following examples: HE PLAYED
with his TRAIN; THE CAT is SITTING ON the BED. In total 120 sentences were presented
with a total of 376 key words. The amount of sentences (N=30) and the amount of key words
(N=94) was kept consistent over the pre- and post-tests for each British and Scottish condition
(see Appendix 1 for the sentences that were used).
2.3. Recordings
Five speakers with different English regional backgrounds were recruited for recording the
stimuli. Eventually the recordings from a male standard British speakers and a female Scottish
speaker (from Edinburgh) were chosen.
The Standard British speaker and the Scottish speaker were instructed to produce the sentences
in a “conversational” style of speech (i.e. speakers were instructed not to focus on perfect
pronunciation, they had to produce the sentences in a way how they would produce speech in
daily life). Thirty sentences for both pre- and post-test were recorded for both the British
standard accent and Scottish regional accent, resulting in a total of 120 sentences (See Appendix
1, the sentences weren’t presented with underlined words to the speakers so that the key words
wouldn’t be emphasized). The speakers read the sentences in a self-paced manner from a
computer screen. The speakers firstly read out loud the sentences from the first sentence to the
last sentence (1 to 30), subsequently the speakers read out loud the sentences again, but in
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reversed order, so from the last sentence to the first sentence (30 to 1). The sentences were
recorded in a sound-attenuated booth at the CLS LAB at the Radboud University in Nijmegen.
The short stories in the related tasks were recorded by the same speakers (i.e. the speaker who
recorded the Scottish sentences for the pre- and post-test also recorded the short story). The
speakers were instructed to read the story first for themselves so that they were prepared before
they were going to read out loud. Recording the short-stories took approximately 4-minutes.
The two stories counted 600-700 words. The research of Gass and Varonis (1984) served as
reference point for the used stories in this study. Stories were selected on the following criteria:
the story should not be too complex; the story should not be boring. These criteria were used to
prevent the participants to become fatigued and / or bored. See appendix 2 for the stories that
have been used in this study.
The sentences and short stories were recorded with the program Audacity (Audacity Team,
2018). The recordings were digitized at a sampling rate of 44100 Hz with 24 bit accuracy.
Subsequently the recordings were edited in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2018). All silences at
the beginning and ending of each sentence were removed (i.e. so that the onset of the sentence
file immediately contained speech and that the offset was set where the speech signal ended).
The intensity was equalized to 70dB over all sentences.
2.4. Accents
British English was chosen to be the standard condition (baseline) because Dutch students are
mostly exposed to British English during their High School classes of English. A regional
Scottish accent (Edinburgh) was chosen to be the target condition. The accent is a variant
standard English but does differ in a lot pronunciations and especially vowels (Evans & Iverson,
2002; Kreidler, 2002).
2.5. Related task
The Groups 1 and 2 were exposed to the related tasks in between the pre- and post-test of each
condition. In the related tasks participants had to listen to a short-story. The duration of the
story was 4 minutes. During the story participants only had to listen to the story. The story of
the Scottish Condition was the story by H.P Lovecraft – The Cats of Ulthar. The story of the
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British condition was a story written by Beatrix Potter – The Tale of Peter Rabbit (see Appendix
2).
2.6. Unrelated task
The first unrelated task which the participants from Group 3 and 4 had to perform was the
Flanker Test. In the Flanker Test a left or right pointing target arrow is flanked with additional
arrows pointing in the same or opposite direction. Participants have to respond to the flanker
that is presented in the middle. If the participant sees “<” he/she should press as fast as possible
on the “z” key on the keyboard. If the participant sees “>” he/she should press as fast as possible
on the “m” key on the keyboard. The Flanker test is also used for indicating an individual’s
cognitive control. It has been argued that cognitive control is needed for the recognition of
conflicting information, in the case of the flanker test, distinguishing the target flanker from the
distractor flankers (Botvinick, Carter, Barch, & Cohenm, 2001).
The second unrelated task which participants from Group 3 and 4 had to perform was the Trail
Making Test. The Trail Making Test is an efficient and sensitive instrument that is easily
conducted, and which reliably discriminates between normal individuals and those with brain
impairment (Lezak, 1995; Stuss, Stethem, Hugenholtz, & Richard, 1989). The test is given in
two parts: Trail Making, Part A (TMT-A) involves drawing a line connecting consecutive
numbers from 1 to 25. Part B (TMT-B) involves drawing a similar line, connecting alternating
numbers and letters in sequence (i.e., 1-A-2-B-3-C and so on). The time to complete the two
parts was recorded. Arbuthnott and Frank (2000) have also shown in their study that the TMTA and TMT-B can be successfully used as an index for executive functioning. This paper is not
on executive functioning nor on discriminating normal individuals and those with brain
impairment, so for more information on these topics see for example one of the following
papers: Baddeley and Hitch (1994); Burgess and Simons (2005; Diamond, 2013). The unrelated
tests were merely used as a replacement for the stories that were used for the relevant tasks in
Group 1 and Group 2.
2.7. Procedure
In this experiment participants were divided into four groups. Each group consisted of eight
participants. Participant number 1 was distributed to Group 1, participant number 2 to Group
2, participant number 3 to Group 3, participant number 4 to Group 4 and participant number 5
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was distributed to Group 1 again and so on. Firstly, participants made the LexTale assesment
task. Subsequently the participants performed the pre test of either the British or Scottish accent.
When the first pre-test was finished, the participants performed the (un)related task. When this
task was finished the participant was exposed to the post-test of either the British or Scottish
accent. After the post-test of either the British or Scottish accent, the participants started with
the pre-test of the second accent, the one that hasn’t been tested yet, depending on the previous
tested accent (condition). See Table 1 again for an overview of the performed tasks, which are
presented in consecutive order for each group.
2.8. Outcome measures
accuracy
The data analysis was conducted as follows. First the percentages of correct key words and
correct sentences were calculated for each individual and each measuring moment (pre- and
post-test). However, scores merely on key words were too high and showed a ceiling effect ((If
you would make 1 error (in total 94 key words and 30 sentences for each pre- and post-test) for
each sentence, you would still obtain a score of 64/94 = .68)). Therefore, the percentages at
sentence level were calculated as well (1 error on a key word in a sentence counts as -1, more
errors in the same sentence still count as -1). The maximum obtainable score at sentence level
is 30. So percentages were calculated as follows: X / 30 x 100 (X is the amount of correct
responses). The percentages were averaged for each group and for each measuring moment
(pre- vs. post-test). It can also be argued for to use only the percentages at sentence level. The
processing of one incorrect key word in a sentence can result in the retrieval of a different
meaning of the entire sentence. For example, a participant hears the sentence The farmer keeps
a bull. However, the participant didn’t process the word bull but did process the word ball
instead, resulting in the retrieval of the sentence: The Farmer keeps a ball. Although the subject
and its corresponding verb are processed correctly, the essential message of the sentence is
processed differently.
Reaction times
The reaction times of each response for each participant were measured, and were averaged for
each group and for each measuring moment (pre- vs post-test). The reaction times were
measured in terms of keyboard responses (the amount of time a participant needed to write
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down a response with the keyboard). For measuring keyboard responses, a script in Presentation
(Presentation software, 2019) was written (see Appendix 3). The program in Presentation
produced two logfiles. One logfile registered the time window from the audio offset of the target
stimuli (Scottish or British accented sentence) till the participants wrote down his/her response
and pressed the ENTER key. The ENTER key functioned as the key to send in the answer and
to proceed to the next item. Thus this logfile showed reaction times of the entire participant’s
response from stimuli offset (Shown as time window 1 in Appendix 4). The other logfile
registered each keyboard stroke with a corresponding timestamp. Each key stroke showed up
as an ASCII code in the logfile. Thus each ASCII code was aligned with a corresponding
timestamp in this logfile. This file was used to register the time window from first key stroke
till last key stroke (=ENTER key) (shown as time window 2 in Appendix 4).
These two logfiles described as above, were used to measure the processing time (moment of
stimuli offset till the participant started typing). The representation of the participant’s
processing time was calculated as follows: Time window 1 – Time window 2 = Interval (see
Appendix 4, interval). This value (interval) was measured and averaged for each participant
and each measuring moment. Thus the interval, as shown in Appendix 4, functioned as an
independent variable, besides the percentage correct sentences. This representation of
processing time was used because it can show difficulties in terms of processing an unfamiliar
second language accent. Besides, this measure can be used as a valid measure for using
keyboard timestamps because factors as keystroke speed are opt out. Therefore, a valid
comparison between and within participants can be made with this representation of processing
time. A R-script (R Core Team, 2013) was made to perform the calculations, as mentioned
above, for the processing times. The R-script is presented in Appendix 5.
Using keyboard for the registration of reaction times
In their study, Segalowitz and Graves (1990) show the limitations of using a keyboard for the
measurement of reaction times. They argue that keyboard registrations aren’t very reliable
because individuals differ in typing speed. Furthermore, timestamp registration isn’t reliable
when different devices are used. However, in this study I think the keyboard can be used
successfully for measuring reaction times. As described above, when the processing time
(Appendix 4) is measured and averaged for each participant, differences in typing speed are opt
out. Furthermore, all participants in this study were tested on the same device, so timestamps
over all participants should have been registered with the same accuracy.
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2.9. Statistical analyses
In this study four independent variables were used: Accent, Pre-test vs. Post-test (PrePost),
Order (Scottish-British vs. British-Scottish) and Task (related vs. unrelated task) and two
dependent variables were used: Percentage Correct Sentences and Processing Times. The
percentage correct sentences and reaction times for each accent were compared within and
between participants. The effect of Accent (British vs. Scottish) was compared within and
between participants. The effect of PrePost was compared within and between participants. The
effects of the order of conditions were compared between groups. Finally, the effect of task
(related vs. unrelated) was compared between groups (see Table 2 for an overview of between
group comparisons). Therefore, a Four Way Repeated Measures Multivariate Analysis of
Variance (Four-way repeated measures MANOVA) was conducted.
The within comparison (Accent) can give insights on the difficulty of processing a former
unfamiliar accent as a second language learner (Scottish) compared to a familiar accent
(British). Between comparisons will give insights into the effects of Training and Order. By
comparing the groups, answers can be given to the questions: Do short exposures of a former
unfamiliar accent increase the performance on an intelligibility task and do short exposures of
a former unfamiliar accent decrease the reaction times on an intelligibility task? Furthermore,
the between comparison will also give insights on the effects of the presented order of
conditions: Does the order of the presented conditions affect the intelligibility of a former
unfamiliar accent?
Furthermore, a regression analysis was conducted to investigate the relation between scores on
the LexTale assessment test and the percentage correct sentences and the reaction times. This
analysis was added because it seemed that participants who scored lower on the LexTale
assessment test showed a lower average percentage correct sentences than participants who
scored higher on the LexTale assessment test. Furthermore, lower LexTale scores also seemed
to result in increased reaction times.
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Table 2: overview of between group comparisons
Comparison of groups

Investigation goal

Group 1 + 2

Effect of order: Does stimuli order, i.e. first
hearing British followed by Scottish provide
an

advantage

when

Scottish

accented

sentences have to be processed?
Group 3 + 4

Effect of order: Does stimuli order, i.e. first
hearing British followed by Scottish provide
an

advantage

when

Scottish

accented

sentences have to be processed?
Group 1 + 3

Effect of task: Does group 1 perform better
due to more exposure?

Group 2 + 4

Effect of task: Does group 2 perform better
due to more exposure?

2.10. Mini-pilot
The experiment was pre-tested in three conditions: one clean condition and two noise
conditions. Two participants were exposed to the Scottish condition without noise. Two
participants were exposed to the Scottish condition in a signal to noise ratio of 3dB (denoted as
“3SNR”: the signal is 3dB higher than the noise), one participant to both the Scottish and British
condition in the 3SNR condition, and three participants were exposed to the Scottish and British
condition in the 6SNR condition.
The participants in the pre-test were not exposed to the relevant and irrelevant tasks between
pre- and post-tests of the Scottish and / or British condition. When both conditions were tested,
only the Scottish - British order was tested. I had the expectation that the stimuli could be too
easy, regarding accuracy, as really simple sentences were used as stimuli. Therefore, the stimuli
were also pre-tested in a noise condition of 3SNR and 6SNR. The use of noise should make the
task harder and should decrease the accuracy of the transcription of the target sentences.
Furthermore, a ceiling effect could be prevented with the use of noise (Bradlow & Bent, 2002).
However, after applying the 3SNR it was expected that the 3SNR condition could have been
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biased due to a different degree of masking between the British condition and Scottish
condition. It seemed that the male voice of the British condition was more unintelligible than
the voice of the Scottish condition due to the 3SNR. Explanation for this could be that there
was more overlap in the characteristics of the male voice and the noise signal compared to the
amount of overlap in the characteristics of the female voice and the noise signal.
The two participants in the clean condition showed a ceiling effect in accuracy. However, the
amount of time needed before typing was twice as low in the post-test compared to the pre-test
for both participants. The two participants who only made the Scottish condition in 3SNR
showed evidently more problems in accuracy than the two participants who did the same
condition in clean speech. However, the participant who made both conditions in 3SNR
showed a near ceiling effect in both conditions regarding accuracy, with a slightly higher score
in the Scottish condition. Subsequently, this participant indicated that she had to focus more
during the British condition because she found the speech / voice more unintelligible than the
speech from the Scottish condition. So my assumption of the 3SNR condition was confirmed
by this participant: using a 3SNR creates a difference in voice quality between the British and
Scottish condition. The three participants who were exposed to the both the Scottish and British
condition in 6SNR showed no differences in accuracy among the two conditions. In reaction
times there were some differences visible, in the sense that the processing time of the Scottish
condition was higher than the processing time of the British condition. Therefore, it has been
chosen not to use a SNR of 3 or 6 dB because the British condition could have been biased: that
the standard British condition would be harder to process than the Scottish condition due to a
difference of masking of the target stimuli and the noise. Furthermore, the effects in the clean
and 6SNR condition were nearly identical. So for these mentioned reasons clean speech was
used in the experiment.

3. Results
Dutch second language learners of English were exposed to a Scottish regional accent and a
British standard accent. In the experiment participants had to transcribe the sentences they heard
(pre- and post-test) and were instructed to react as fast as possible (pre- and post-test).
Furthermore, the effects of the order (Scottish - British or vice versa) in which the conditions
occurred were investigated. The effect of exposure (related vs. unrelated task in-between the
pre- and post-tests) was also investigated. Additionally, it was investigated whether scores on
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the LexTale assessment test can predict the outcomes on accuracy and reaction times in the pretests of the Scottish regional accent and the British standard accent.

3.1. Effects accuracy
When the four groups are compared with each other regarding the accuracy scores, some
differences between the groups can be seen (see Table 3 for an overview of the descriptive
statistics for all groups and Figure 2 for a visual representation of these data). A noticeable
difference that can be observed is that the accuracy scores of Group 4 are lower than the scores
of the other groups. Participants of Group 4 (N=8) scored an average of 80,75% (SD = 19,90)
on the pre-test and an average of 89,63% (SD = 13,13) on the post-test of the Scottish condition.
In the British condition the participants of Group 4 scored an average of 88,38% (SD=10,31)
on the pre-test and an average of 92,13% (SD = 10,06) on the post-test. Even though Group 4
scored slightly lower on accuracy than the other groups, it can be concluded that in overall the
groups scored really high on accuracy for both the pre- and post-tests for both the British
standard accent and the Scottish regional accent.

3.1.1. Descriptive outcomes: highest word recognition errors
It is also interesting to show what kind of words were misinterpreted, besides the percentage of
accuracy scores. In the Scottish condition words as girl, rug, curtains, and grow were frequently
interpreted as garrol / carol, rock, cartons, and grew. In the standard British condition words
as bull and hole were frequently interpreted as ball and hall. In Table 4 an overview of the most
frequent misinterpreted words is given for both the Scottish regional accent and British standard
accent.
3.1.2. Task
Participants who were exposed to the related task (N=16) in between the pre- and post-tests
scored an average of 92,94% (SD=7,03) on the pre-test and an average of 95,69% (SD=5,45)
on the post-test in the Scottish condition. In the British condition they scored an average of
96,19% (SD=3,71) on the pre-test and an average of 97,38% (SD=4,03) on the post-test.
Participants who were exposed to the unrelated task (N=16) in between the pre- and post-tests
scored an average of 86,94% (SD=15,64) on the pre-test and an average of 92,38 (SD=10,78)
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on the post-test in the Scottish condition. In the British Condition they scored an average of
96,19% (SD=3,71) on the pre-test and an average of 94,13% (SD=7,56) on the post-test. An
overview of the accuracy scores regarding Task is presented in Table 5.
3.1.3. Order
Participants who were exposed to the Scottish-British order scored an average of 92,75%
(SD=6,36) on the pre-test and an average of 95,50% (SD=6,04) on the post-test in the Scottish
condition. In the British Condition they scored an average of 95,88% (SD=3,01) on the pre-test
and an average of 97,06% (SD=3,09) on the post-test.
Participants who were exposed to the British-Scottish order scored an average of 87,13%
(SD=15,99) on the pre-test and an average of 92,56% (SD=10,51) on the post-test in the
Scottish condition. In the British Condition they scored an average of 92,43 (SD=8,66) on the
pre-test and an average of 94,43% (SD=8,12) on the post-test. An overview of the accuracy
scores divided by Order is presented in Table 6.
It was expected that participants would show higher accuracy scores on the post-test compared
to pre-test for the Scottish regional accent condition (PrePost x Accent). It was also expected
that participants would score higher accuracy scores on the British standard accent condition
than on the Scottish regional accent condition (Accent). Regarding the effects of Task, it was
expected that participants would score higher accuracy scores when they were exposed to a
related task in between the pre- and post-test for the Scottish regional accent condition
compared to participants who were exposed to an unrelated task (PrePost x Task x Accent).
Finally, regarding the effects of Order, it was expected that participants who were exposed to
the British-Scottish order would show higher accuracy scores on the Scottish regional accent
condition than participants who were exposed to the Scottish-British order (Accent x Order).
A four-way repeated measures MANOVA (Accent x PrePost x Task x Order) on the accuracy
scores revealed two main effects: a main effect of Accent F(2,27)= 4.89 p < .05 Wilk’s A =
.73, η2p= .27 and a main effect of PrePost (pre-test vs. post-test) F(2,27)= 10.81 p < .001 Wilk’s
A = .56, η2p= .45. Additionally, an interaction effect of Accent x Order F(2,27)= 5.68 p < .05
Wilk’s A = .70, η2p= .30 was found and an three-way interaction of PrePost x Task x Order
F(2,27) = 7.58, p < .05 Wilk’s A = .64, η2p= .36 was found. However, the multivariate tests of
within-subject effects didn’t show two-way interactions for: Accent x PrePost F(2,27)= 2.26 p
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> .05 Wilk’s A = .86, η2p= .14, Accent x Task F(2,27)= .28 p > .05 Wilk’s A = .98, η2p= .02,
PrePost x Task F(2,27)= .94 p > .05 Wilk’s A = .94, η2p= .07, and PrePost x Order F(2,27)=
1.06 p > .05 Wilk’s A = .93, η2p= .07. Furthermore, between-subject effects weren’t found for
Task F(2,27)= 1.24 p > .05 Wilk’s A = .92, η2p= .08, Order F(2,27)= 1.05 p > .05 Wilk’s A =
.93, η2p= .07, and Task x Order F(2,27)= 1.24 p > .05 Wilk’s A = .92, η2p= .08 (no effect on
both Accuracy and Processing Time).
Taken the main effect of Accent into account, tests of within-subject contrasts show that
participants score significantly higher on accuracy in the British condition compared to the
Scottish condition F(1,28)= 8.24, p <. 05. Taken the main effect of PrePost into account, tests
of within-subject contrasts show that participants scored significantly higher on the post-test
compared to the pre-test F(1,28)= 20.57, p <. 001 (for both the Scottish and British accent).
Further analysis of the interaction effect of Accent x Order showed that the interaction wasn’t
significant for Accuracy F(1,28)= .37, p >. 05. but that it was for Processing Time F(1,28)=
11.19, p <. 05. (explanation will be given in the next section).
Lastly, further analysis of the three-way interaction of PrePost x Task x Order shows that
accuracy scores are significantly higher F(1,28) = 7.52, p < .05. in the post test when
participants are exposed to the Scottish-British order and have to perform a related task in
between the pre- and post-test compared to when participants are exposed to the same order but
have to perform an unrelated task in between the pre-and post-test
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Table 3: Overview of Accuracy scores (%) and Processing time (ms) for each group. Standard
deviations are given in parentheses.
Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy Processing Processing Processing Processing
Pre-test

Post-test

Pre-test

Pre-test

Time

Time

Time

Time

Scottish

Scottish

British

British

Pre-test

Post-test

Pre-test

Post-test

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

Scottish

Scottish

British

British

(ms)

(ms)

(ms)

(ms)

Group 92,38

95,88

95,88

98,00

482,24

484,61

394,52

457,55

1

(6,76)

(4,32)

(3,56)

(2,51)

(55,03)

(127,39)

(84,97)

(87,34)

Group 93,50

95,50

96,50

96,75

443,66

402,50

467,83

447,83

2

(7,73)

(6,70)

(4,07)

(5,26)

(120,18)

(72,86)

(163,67)

(89,06)

Group 93,13

95,13

95,88

96,13

473,28

415,21

368,99

390,86

3

(6,38)

(7,70)

(2,59)

(3,48)

(103,59)

(122,34)

(86,32)

(81,65)

Group 80,75

89,63

88,38

92,13

542,50

557,05

568,57

552,90

4

(13,13)

(10,31)

(10,06)

(298,68)

(277,90)

(319,69)

(264,78

(N=8)

(N=8)

(N=8)
(19,90)

(N=8)
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(A)

(B)
Figure 2: Average Accuracy scores on Scottish pre- and post-test (A) and on British pre- and
post-test (B). Error bars show a 95% confidence interval.
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Table 4: Overview most frequently misinterpreted words for both the Scottish regional accent
and British standard accent.

Target

Scottish Observed Word

Accented Word

Target

British Observed Word

Accented Word

girl

garrol / Carol

bull

ball

rug

rock

hole

hall

curtains

cartons

grow

grew

3.2. Effects processing time
When the four groups are compared with each other, regarding the processing time, it can be
seen that in overall all groups show higher processing times on the Scottish accent than on the
British accent. However, it seems that the processing times in Group 4 are slower for both
accents and both pre- and post-tests than for the other groups. The descriptive outcomes for the
participants in Group 4 were as follows: participants showed an average processing time of
542,50ms (SD = 298,68) on the pre-test and an average processing time of 557,55ms (SD =
277,90) on the post-test of the Scottish condition. In the British condition the participants of
Group 4 showed an average processing time of 568,57ms (SD = 319,69) on the pre-test and an
average processing time of 552,90ms (SD = 264,78) on the post-test (See Table 3 for an
overview of the descriptive statistics for all groups and Figure 3 for a visual representation of
these data).

3.2.1. Task
Participants who were exposed to the related task (N=16) in between the pre- and post-tests
showed an average processing time of 462,95ms (SD=02,47) on the pre-test and an average
processing time of 443,56ms (SD=108,85) on the post-test in the Scottish condition. In the
British Condition they showed an average processing time of 431,17ms (SD=131,54) on the
pre-test and an average processing time of 452,69ms (SD=85,35) on the post-test.
Participants who were exposed to the unrelated task (N=16) in between the pre- and post-tests
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showed an average processing time of 507,88ms (SD=218,90) on the pre-test and an average
processing time of 92,38 486,13 (SD=219,98) on the post-test in the Scottish condition. In the
British condition they scored an average processing time of 468,78 (SD=248,59) on the pretest and an average processing time of 471,88 (SD=206,96) on the post-test. An overview of
the reaction times regarding Task is presented in Table 5.
3.2.2. Order
Participants who were exposed to the Scottish-British order (N=16) showed an average
processing time of 477,76ms (SD=80,26) on the pre-test and an average processing time of
449,91ms (SD=125,87) on the post-test in the Scottish condition. In the British condition they
showed an average processing time of 381,75ms (SD=83,78) on the pre-test and an average
processing time of 424,20ms (SD=88,64) on the post-test.
Participants who were exposed to the British-Scottish order (N=16) showed an average
processing time of 493,08ms (SD=225,78) on the pre-test and an average processing time of
479,78ms (SD=211,86) on the post-test in the Scottish condition. In the British condition they
showed an average processing time of 518,20ms (SD=250,80) on the pre-test and an average
processing time of 500,36ms (SD=198,40) on the post-test. An overview of the reaction times
regarding Order is presented in Table 6.
It was expected that participants would show faster reaction times on the post-test compared to
pre-test for the Scottish regional accent condition (PrePost x Accent). It was also expected that
participants would show faster reaction times on the British standard accent condition than on
the Scottish regional accent condition (Accent). Regarding the effects of Task, it was expected
that participants would show faster reaction times when they were exposed to a related task in
between the pre- and post-test for the Scottish regional accent condition compared to
participants who were exposed to an unrelated task. Finally, regarding the effects of Order, it
was expected that participants who were exposed to the British-Scottish order would show
faster reaction times on the Scottish regional accent condition than participants who were
exposed to the Scottish-British order (Accent x Order).
A four-way repeated measures MANOVA (Accent x PrePost x Task x Order) on the reaction
times revealed the following effects:
As described in the previous section there was no main effect of Accent, PrePost, Order, and
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Task. Thus, the factors Accent, PrePost, Order, and Task didn’t have an effect on the processing
time on its own. Two-way interactions for Accent x Task, Accent x Order, PrePost x Task,
PrePost x Order weren’t found either (same as in previous section).
However, tests of within subjects contrast showed an interaction of Accent and Order
(described in previous section within effects) regarding Processing Time F(1,28) = .37, p < .05,
η2p= .29. This effect shows that participants process the Scottish accented sentences faster when
the Scottish Condition is presented first compared to when the British condition is presented
first.

Table 5: Overview of Accuracy scores (%) and Processing time (ms) regarding Task. Standard
deviations a give in parentheses.
Task

Accuracy
Pre-test
Scottish
(%)

Accuracy
Post-test
Scottish
(%)

Accuracy
Pre-test
British
(%)

Accuracy
Post-test
British
(%)

Related
(N=16)
Unrelat
ed
(N=16)

92,94
(7,03)
86,94
(15,64)

95,69
(5,45)
92,38
(10,78)

96,19
(3,71)
92,13
(8,23

97,38
(4,03)
94,13
(7,56)

Processing
Time
Pre-test
Scottish
(ms)
462,95
(2,47)
507,88
(218,90)

Processing
Time
Post-test
Scottish
(ms)
443,56
(108,85)
486,13
(219,98)

Processing
Time
Pre-test
British
(ms)
431,17
(131,54)
468,78
(248,59)

Processing
Time
Post-test
British
(ms)
452,69
(85,35)
471,88
(206,96)

Table 6: Overview of Accuracy Scores (%) and Processing time (ms) regarding Order.
Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
Order

Accuracy
Pre-test
Scottish
(%)

Accuracy
Post-test
Scottish
(%)

Accuracy
Pre-test
British
(%)

Accuracy
Post-test
British
(%)
97,06
(3,09)

Processing
Time
Pre-test
Scottish
(ms)
477,76
(80,26)

Processing
Time
Post-test
Scottish
(ms)
449,91
(125,87)

Processing
Time
Pre-test
British
(ms)
381,75
(83,78)

Processing
Time
Post-test
British
(ms)
424,20
(88,64)

Scottish
- British
(N=16)
BritishScottish
(N=16)

92,75
(6,36)

95,50
(6,04)

95,88
(3,01)

87,13
(15,99)

92,56
(10,51)

92,43
(8,66)

94,43
(8,12)

493,08
(225,78)

479,78
(211,86)

518,20
(250,80)

500,36
(198,40)
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(A)

(B)
Figure 3: Average Processing Time on Scottish pre- and post-test (A) and on British pre- and
post-test. Error bars show an 95% confidence interval.
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3.2.3. Mixed Model Regression Analysis
An extra mixed model regression analysis was conducted in R (R Core Team, 2013). This
analysis was added because it can give extra support to the assumption that the unfamiliar
Scottish regional accent is processed more slowly than the familiar British standard accent.
Firstly, a model on processing time was conducted with the following fixed effects: Task,
PrePost, Accent, Item, Previous Processing Time (prevPT) and LexTale. Participant was added
as a random factor (see Appendix 6 for the R-model and Table 7 for an overview of the relevant
data). This analysis showed that the Scottish accent is indeed processed more slowly than the
British accent (β = 33.526, SE = 9.450, t = 3.548, p<.05). The analysis also showed the
following effects: the processing times were slower in the pre-test compared to the post-test (β
= 40.403, SE = 9.270, t = 4.359, p<.001), when the previous item was processed fast, the current
item would be processed faster (β = 0.107, SE = 0.02, t = 4.521, p<.001).
Another model on processing time was conducted to investigate the previous mentioned main
effects and possible interaction effects (see Appendix 6 for the R-model and Table 8 for an
overview of the relevant data). It was expected that the processing time for the Scottish accent
would only be slower for the pre-test compared to the British accent but that this difference
would disappear in the post-test. To investigate this the model was conducted with the following
fixed effects: PrePost x Accent, Item x prevPT. Participant and Sentence (item) were added as
random factors. The analysis did show that the Scottish accent was indeed only processed
slower in the pre-test, but not in the post-test, when compared to the British accent (β = 63.354,
SE = 29.459, t = 2.150, p<.05).
Table 7. Mixed model regression analysis with Task, PrePost, Accent, Item, prevPT, LexTale
as fixed factors.
Estimate

St. error

t-value

p-value

(Intercept)

452.431

107.532

4.207

<.001 **

Task_unrelated

-31.785

32.077

-0.991

>.05

Pre-test

40.403

9.270

4.359

<.001 **

Scottish

33.526

9.450

3.548

<.05 *

Item

-0.994

0.473

-2.102

<.05 *

prevPT

0.107

0.02

4.521

<.001 **

LexTale

-1.327

1.238

-1.072

>.05
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Table 8. Mixed model regression analysis further analysis of main effects (Table 7) and
interaction effects: PrePost x Scottish and Item x prevPT.
Estimate

St. error

t-value

p-value

(Intercept)

325.331

27.799

11.703

<.0001 ***

Pre-test

10.607

20.930

0.507

>.05

Scottish

7.829

20.572

0.381

>.05

Item

0.553

0.984

0.562

>.05

PrevPT

0.159

0.039

4.068

<.001 **

29.459

2.150

<.05 *

0.002

-1.972

>.05

PrePost

x 63.345

Scottish
Item x prevPT

-0.005

In summary, the following effects were found: Participants score in general significantly higher
accuracy scores on the British condition compared to the Scottish condition; Participants score
significantly higher accuracy scores on the Post-test compared to the Pre-test for both the
Scottish and British accent; Participants score significantly higher accuracy scores on the posttest of the Scottish condition when the participants are exposed to the Scottish-British order and
when participants have to perform a related task in between the pre- and post-test; Participants
process the Scottish accented sentences in the pre-test significantly slower than the British
accented sentences in the pre-test; and finally, Participants process Scottish accented sentences
significantly faster when the order of the conditions is Scottish-British compared to when the
order of the conditions is British-Scottish.
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3.3. LexTale as a predictor
A multivariate regression analysis showed that the LexTale assessment test has a significant
effect on the accuracy scores in the pre-test of the Scottish condition F(1,30) =22.08 p <.001, B
= .61. This indicates that the accuracy increases with 0.61% when the LexTale score increases
with 1 standard deviation. Secondly, a significant effect on the accuracy scores in the pre-test
of the British condition F(1,30) =5.24 p <.05, B = .19 was found. This indicates that the
accuracy score increases with 0.19% when the LexTale score increases with 1 standard
deviation. Lastly, a significant effect on the processing time in the Scottish condition F(1,30)
=6.88 p <.05, B = -5.47 was found. This indicates that the processing costs decrease with 5.47ms when the LexTale score increases with 1 standard deviation. However, a significant
effect wasn’t found for the processing time in the British condition F(1,30) =3.99 p >.05, B = 5.11. Table 9 shows an overview of the data of the multivariate regression analysis.
Table 9: Overview of multivariate regression analysis. The B value shows how much the
accuracy score increases when the LexTale score increases with 1. It also shows how much the
reaction times decrease when the LexTale score increases with 1. The significance level shows
whether there is a relation between the LexTale score and the accuracy scores and reaction
times
Dependent

B

SE-B

t

Sig.

.61

.13

4.70

<.001

.19

.08

2.29

<.05

-5.47

2.08

-2.62

<.05

-5.11

2.56

-1.99

.055

variable
Accuracy
Pre-test Scottish
Accuracy
Pre-test British
Processing Time
Pre-test Scottish
Processing Time
Pre-test British
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4. Discussion
This study aimed to investigate the effects of processing an unfamiliar regional variant of a
second language. The research questions that I tried to answer were: Do Dutch second language
learners of English experience intelligibility problems when they hear an unfamiliar regional
accent of English, namely a Scottish regional accent? Does the order in which the English and
Scottish blocks appear affect the outcome on accuracy and processing time, i.e. can the
exposure of the British standard accent have a beneficial effect on the (later) processing of the
unfamiliar Scottish regional accent? Does more exposure result in improved accuracy scores
and decreased processing times? And finally, does the LexTale assessment test have a
predictive value on the scores of the Pre-tests of the Scottish regional accent and the British
standard accent?
With respect to the first research question the following answer can be given: Even though a
main effect of Accent on accuracy was found, in the sense that Dutch second language learners
scored significantly better in accuracy on both pre- and post-test of the British standard accent
compared to the Scottish regional accent, close to ceiling effects on both the British and Scottish
accent were found. This suggests that the task was too easy, even in the less familiar Scottish
condition. However, the experiment showed a possibly substantial influence of individual
factors; a few participants seemed to experience more intelligibility problems for both the
Scottish accent and the British accent. These participants also showed relatively low scores on
the LexTale assessment test compared to their peers. Scottish accented words which were prone
for intelligibility problems were: rug, coat, girl, curtains, and grow, which were respectively
perceived amongst other things as rock, cot(h), garrol / Carol, cartons, and grew. The fact that
the familiar variant, in this case the British standard accent, is easier to process than the
unfamiliar variant, in this case the Scottish regional accent, is in line with studies who compared
familiar native accents with unfamiliar native accents and familiar native accents and foreign
accented speech (Adank & McQueen, 2007; Floccia et al., 2006; Goslin et al., 2012; Scott &
Cutler, 1984; Sumner & Samuel, 2009).
For the processing times Mixed Linear Regression Analyses did show that participants process
the Scottish regional accented sentences slower than the British standard accented sentences in
the pre-test. This effect wasn’t present in the post-tests, which suggests that a learning effect
(adaptation) for the Scottish regional accented sentences took place during the experiment.
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The second research question, whether the order in which the conditions occur affect the
accuracy and processing times, also gave rise to interesting significant findings: An interaction
effect of Accent x Order did show that the Scottish regional accented sentences were processed
faster when the experiment started with the Scottish condition instead of the British condition.
This finding is the opposite of what was hypothesised in the introduction. It was expected that
the exposure of the British accent yields the activation of the English language so that it would
be easier to process the Scottish accented sentences because although the Scottish accent is
different, the British standard accent and Scottish regional accent do share phoneme
categorisations because they are variants of the same language (Best & Tyler, 2007). The
opposite outcome of what was been expected could be explained in terms of switching costs.
Studies have shown that switching from the L2 to the L1 is more difficult (greater response
times in switching trials) than vice versa (Meuter & Allport, 1999). Although the study of
Meuter and Allport, contrary to our study, was on production it is still possible that a similar
mechanism could have played a role in this study. When the British standard accent is heard it
could be harder to tune out from this accent and to tune in into the Scottish accent than vice
versa. The outcomes of Meuter and Allport could also be applied to the outcomes of this study.
When the experiment starts people will have to switch from Dutch (L1) to the Scottish regional
accent (L2, but unfamiliar accent). The results of this study do show that this switch is easier
(lower processing costs) than switching from a familiar accent in the L2 to a unfamiliar accent
in the L2 (L2familiar à L2unfamiliar). The standard British accent is more familiar (more
experience) because it is more present in television and in English high school classes. Due to
the higher familiarity it is perhaps harder to deactivate the activated sounds of the British accent
and tune in into the sounds of the Scottish accent when the British condition switches into the
Scottish condition. Additionally, the order in which the conditions (Scottish vs. British) doesn’t
affect the processing times of the British accent. Thus it can be concluded that the British accent
is the accent which is easier/faster to process and that switching from Scottish to English or
vice versa does not have any effect on the processing speed of the British accent. So for the
Scottish accent being processed faster when the order is Scottish-British instead of BritishScottish can be explained by the fact that in this particular situation the Scottish accent is
processed slower due to previous exposure of the British accent.
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Another speculative explanation based on the studies by Best and Strange (1992), Flege (1984),
MacKain, Best, and Strange (1981) (mentioned in the introduction) but in line with the latter
explanation could be that adaptation into the Scottish regional accent is easier when first the
Scottish accent is heard followed by the British accent than vice versa. The stimuli itself in the
Scottish condition will cause the adaptation towards the unfamiliar Scottish regional accent to
occur faster. When the British sentences are heard first, participants adapt to this accent and are
tuned into this accent. The switch from British to Scottish will then extend the period in which
adaptation towards the Scottish accent occurs, because the Scottish accent will cause a surprise
effect and participants will have to adjust their focus/attention and will need some exposure of
the Scottish accent before fully adaptation towards the accent can occur. The study of Munro
and Derwing (1995) and, Clark and Garret (2004) also supports this: it was argued that at first
disruption takes place, but due to more exposure the previous unfamiliar accent gets back to
baseline level (compared to the familiar) because fast adaptation took place.
However, further research has to be done to make clear why the processing of the Scottish
accent could possibly be more difficult when a British accent is heard before the Scottish accent.
What can be concluded from the previous finding is: generalisation effects of the British accent
on the Scottish accent didn’t occur. This can be concluded because an advantage only occurred
for the Scottish processing time in the Scottish-British order and not when first the British
accent was heard in the British-Scottish order and the processing time of the British accented
sentences wasn’t affected by order.
The third research question, whether more exposure (Task) results in better performances on
accuracy scores and processing times, led to the following findings. A main effect of the Pretest compared to the Post-test on accuracy scores was found but there was no interaction with
Task. This effect indicates that the accuracy scores on the post-test are significantly higher than
the accuracy scores on the pre-test for both the British standard accent and the Scottish regional
accent. It seemed that the exposure to the sentences itself were enough for adaptation to take
place, as there was no direct effect of Task i.e. extra exposure (in the form of short stories)
didn’t necessarily cause better performances on the post-tests for both accents. This outcome
also shows that short exposures can already cause adaptation effects. Similar effects regarding
short exposures were also found by Lemhöfer, Schriefers, and Indefrey (2014) and by Witteman
et al. (2013). However, we found a positive influence of extra exposure in a three-way
interaction of PrePost x Task x Order. This interaction showed that the post-test accuracy scores
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were significantly higher when participants had to perform a related task between pre-and posttests and were exposed to the Scottish-British order (compared to post-test scores of participants
who didn’t perform a related task and weren’t exposed to the Scottish-British order). This
indicates that more exposure can ensure better performances on the post-test but that, in this
case, this effect only occurs when the conditions are presented in a specific order, namely
Scottish-British. This finding could possible be explained, but in a speculative way, from a
point of view in which it is easier to switch from / adapt to a more familiar to a more unfamiliar
phoneme system, where the Scottish accent functions as a specific sound system and the British
accent as a general sound system. It can be easier to switch from a more specific sound system
to a more general sound system, without having a negative effect on the processing of the
general sound system and experience a benefit from more exposure for only the unfamiliar
accent. The unfamiliarity with the Scottish accent could, in this particularly case, be an
advantage. The sounds of the Scottish accent can’t be integrated yet in the L2 phoneme
repertoire because participants didn’t have extensive experience with this accent. So when the
Scottish sounds aren’t fully integrated yet, there shouldn’t be much activation of these sounds
either. Thus release from this activation could be less demanding than release from the British
familiar accent, so that switching from Scottish to British is easier than vice versa. The British
accent is known from school and television, so more experience with this accent created a
phoneme repertoire that took the British accent as a basis (or at least within the boundaries of
that L2 phoneme repertoire of English) resulting in stronger activation when a British accent is
heard. The extra exposure ensures more integration / adaptation of the Scottish sounds because
in the post-test accuracy scores increase, but at the same time an integration / adaptation which
isn’t strong enough to cause problems when there has to be switched to the British condition
(This speculation is also based on the studies by Best & Strange, 1992; Flege, 1984; MacKain,
Best & Strange, 1981 which were mentioned in the introduction)
Finally, the last research question, whether the LexTale assessment test has got a predictive
value on the pre-test scores of the British standard accent and the Scottish regional accent can
be answered as follows. Multivariate regressions analyses have shown that the LexTale does
have a predictive value on the accuracy scores in the pre-test of both the British standard accent
and the Scottish regional accent. When the LexTale score increases, the accuracy scores on both
the British and Scottish accent increase as well. Furthermore, the analysis showed that the
LexTale assessment test also has a predictive value on the processing times on the Scottish
accent in the pre-test but not on the British accent. For the Scottish accent, this indicates that
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the processing time decreases when the LexTale score increases but that this does not apply for
the British accent. From these outcomes it can be concluded that the LexTale can predict
people’s performances on an unfamiliar accent of their second language, in the sense that the
higher the proficiency the less intelligibility problems occur with an unfamiliar second language
accent. This explanation is quite evident as the LexTale score on its own has to indicate a
person’s proficiency in English, and as Scottish is a variant of that language the LexTale score
should show that people with higher scores score better on both the Scottish regional and British
standard accent.
Individual differences
However, there are a lot of individual differences (motivation, attitude, language aptitude,
language experience etc.) that affect the performance on processing an unfamiliar first and
second language regional accent (Best & Tyler, 2007; Flege, 1999, 2002; Flege & Liu 2001,
2004; Jia & Aaronson, 2003; Strongman & Woosley, 1967). It is even possible that a regional
accent is easier to process than a standard accent of a language (Best & Tyler, 2007). Therefore,
if a relation of the LexTale and the Scottish accent wasn’t found at all, the just described
approach could have been a valid explanation. Additionally, higher proficient learners are most
likely to be more experienced in their L2 than less proficient learners. Research has shown that
more experienced learners significantly categorize and discriminate certain non-native L2
contrasts better than less experienced learners (Best & Strange, 1992; Flege, 1984; MacKain et
al., 1981). So this can also indicate that more experience with a standard variant of a second
language also makes it easier to adapt to an unfamiliar variant of that second language.
4.1. Limitations of this study
In this study several limitations can be mentioned. Firstly, in hindsight, the task in this study
was too easy. Most participants scored at (near) ceiling level. For a follow up study it would be
recommended to use a variety in complexity of sentences. In this study only easy short
sentences were used, so to make the task harder, sentences of medium and hard difficulty could
be added (for a similar approach see Edensor, 2008). Another solution would be to maintain
the easy sentences but to present the sentences in noise conditions. The addition of noise to
sentences would cause the accuracy rate to drop. Also, it can be argued that the use of noise is
a better real life representation as there is, most of the time, background noise present when
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target speech is being processed (Brouwer & Bradlow, 2014). This study tried to make the task
harder with the use of noise (see 2.10 Mini-pilot), but the noise conditions weren’t equally
intelligible as the noise had a different degree of masking on the British condition than on the
Scottish condition. This difference in intelligibility was most likely caused by the fact that the
British standard accented sentences were recorded by a male speaker and the Scottish regional
accented sentences by a female speaker. Therefore, noise wasn’t used in this study.
This also marks one of the other limitations of this study, namely the differences in gender of
the speakers who recorded the stimuli. It could be that a participant prefers a female voice over
a male voice or vice versa. Studies have shown different outcomes, dependent on what the
gender of the listener is and the gender of the narrator / story teller. Females can have a
preference for lower masculine male voices and males can have a preference for higher pitched
female voices (Borkowska & Powlowski, 2011; Cartei, Bond, & Reby, 2014). So it would have
been more ideal if the stimuli of the sentences were recorded by a male speaker of Scottish and
a male speaker of British or a female speaker of Scottish and a female speaker of British.
Another point of improvement would be to increase the amount of participants. In this study
four groups of eight participants were tested (in total 32 participants). It can be argued that this
is the minimum amount needed to perform meaningful statistical analyses (Field, 2013).
Although, it has to be kept in mind that each study is different and that the statistical power is
also dependent of the type of data that has been used. Besides, eight participants for each group
is still a small amount. It would have been more ideal if more participants were tested, because
the higher the amount of participants the more representative the results are. However, it has
to be mentioned that there already was a relatively large time investment in testing the
participants in this study.
In this study the factor of false positives (reaction times aren’t influenced if a participant is
convinced he heard x while it was actually y) hasn’t been taken into account. For a similar study
it would be worthwhile to take the possibility of false positives into account because it could
be informative for determining the detrimental effect of an unfamiliar regional accent, as very
small changes in pronunciation can result in a different word. For example, a participant said
that he found the experiment easy and that he didn’t perceive differences in difficulty between
the British standard accent and the Scottish regional accent. However, he still made an error in
the Scottish condition: the participants wrote down they are cleaning the table but the correct
answer would have been they are clearing the table.
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4.2. Future research
The population in this study mainly consisted of high level Dutch second language learners of
English. The participants who scored high on the LexTale assessment test showed (near) ceiling
effects on the accuracy scores of both pre- and post-test for the Scottish regional accent and
British standard accent. However, few participants who scored relatively low on the LexTale
assessment test showed lower accuracy scores and higher RTs on both the Scottish regional
accent and British standard accent. Therefore, it would be interesting to execute a similar study
with only intermediate proficient second language learners of English. If less proficient learners
in English experience more difficulties with processing an unfamiliar accent of their second
language, it would be worthwhile to expose learners in earlier stages of their learning process
to unfamiliar variants so their phoneme repertoires (Mitterer & McQueen, 2009) can be
expanded so that learners eventually experiences less difficulties when regional variants of the
second language have to be processed. Moreover, it would also be really interesting to
investigate whether a regional accent of a second language could be easier to learn than the
standard variant, in the sense that e.g. words are stored more easily in the mental lexicon due
to contradicting sounds (Best & Tyler, 2007) and that words can also be pronounced in a more
native way because a regional L2 accent could conform better with the L1 (as a regional accent
is still a variant of the “standard” language). So in that sense exposure to unfamiliar accents of
a second language could create advantages for a learner.
Additionally, executive functioning wasn’t a point of interest in this study (however, it was
measured in the unrelated tasks with the Flanker test and Trail making) but it could be really
interesting to research whether higher executive functioning can result in an advantage when
the target input switches from the Scottish to British condition and vice versa. The data that has
been collected for the unrelated tasks in this study could be used for regression analyses.
Lastly, more research on second language learners who process an unfamiliar regional variant
of their second language (e.g. replications of this study) should be executed with more native –
second language combinations (e.g. Spanish second language learners of English, German
second language learners of French etc.). This way strong substantiated conclusions can be
made and more insights can be given on the usefulness of more varying exposure of the second
language in second language learning (education).
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5. Conclusion
The question whether Dutch second language learners of English experience intelligibility
problems when they process a Scottish unfamiliar regional accent can be simply answered with
“yes”. Participants in this study have shown that they experience more problems with the
Scottish unfamiliar regional accent than with the familiar British standard accent. Regarding
accuracy scores, participants scored higher in a transcribing task when they were exposed to
British standard accented sentences compared to when they were exposed to Scottish regional
accented sentences (although a lot of the participants scored near or even at ceiling level for
both the Scottish and British accent). Furthermore, accuracy scores on the transcribing task of
Scottish regional accented sentences can improve due to a 4-minute exposure (short story with
same accent), but only when the accents are exposed in a particular order to the participants,
namely: Scottish-British. Due to the familiarity of the British standard accented sentences,
accuracy scores are in general higher for this familiar accent than for the Scottish unfamiliar
regional accent. But, probably due to more exposure of the Scottish accent, accuracy scores and
processing times of the Scottish accent in the post-test become more similar to the accuracy
scores and processing times of the British accent in the post-test
Regarding processing time, Scottish regional accented sentences were processed more slowly
in the pre-test compared to the British standard accented sentences. Additionally, Scottish
regional accented sentences got processed faster in the post-test compared to the pre-test when
the sentences were presented in the Scottish-British order. The effects of processing time in the
Scottish condition can also be explained in terms of familiarity vs unfamiliarity, adaptation and
/ or switching costs. When the unfamiliar Scottish regional accent is heard, processing times
are slower at first (pre-test) compared to the familiar British standard accent, but differences in
processing times between the previous unfamiliar Scottish regional accent and the familiar
British standard accent aren’t present anymore in the post-test. Thus, due to the stimuli itself,
quick adaption may occur for the Scottish regional accent resulting in similar processing times
as for the British standard accent. Furthermore, the processing time of the Scottish accented
sentences are slower when the British accent is heard before the Scottish accent. This could
imply that switching within a second language is harder than switching from L1 to L2. In the
Scottish-British order the L1 can be easier suppressed resulting in lower switching costs / faster
adaptation towards the Scottish accent. In the British-Scottish accent however, adaptation
already took place for the British accent, so the switch to the Scottish accent could be more
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demanding in switching costs and / or the attention shift from British to Scottish takes more
time than the attention shift from L1 to Scottish. These findings show that already short
exposures can cause a beneficial effect when second language learners have to process a
previous unfamiliar second language accent. So this does show that it would be worthwhile to
consider the implementation of more variety of exposure in second language learning
(education) as (especially intermediate) learners can benefit from more variety in exposure.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: BKB-sentences used for British Standard and Scottish Regional accent
British Pre-test

Key Words
1.

The clown had a funny face.

3

2.

The car engine is running.

3

3.

She cut with her knife.

3

4.

Children like strawberries.

3

5.

The house had nine rooms.

3

6.

They are buying some bread.

3
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7.

The green tomatoes are small.

3

8.

He played with his train.

3

9.

The mailman shut the gate.

3

10.

They are looking at the clock.

4

11.

The bag fell to the ground.

3

12.

The boy did a handstand.

3

13.

The cat is sitting on the bed.

4

14.

The truck carried fruit.

3

15.

The rain came down.

3

16.

The ice cream was pink.

3

17.

The ladder is near the door.

3

18.

They had a lovely day.

3

19.

The ball went into the goal.

4

20.

The old gloves are dirty.

3

21.

He cut his finger.

3

22.

The thin dog was hungry.

3

23.

The boy knew the game.

3
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24.

Snow falls at Christmas.

3

25.

She is taking her coat.

3

26.

The police chased the car.

3

27.

A mouse ran down the hole.

4

28.

The lady is making a toy.

3

29.

Some sticks were under the tree.

3

30.

The little baby is sleeping.

3

British Post-test
Key Words
1.

The glass bowl broke.

3

2.

The dog played with a stick.

3

3.

The teapot is very hot.

3

4.

The farmer keeps a bull.

3

5.

They say some silly things.

4

6.

The lady wore a coat.

3

7.

The children are walking home.

3

8.

He needed his vacation.

3
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9.

Milk comes in a carton.

3

10.

The man cleaned his shoes.

3

11.

They ate the lemon pie.

4

12.

The boy is running away.

3

13.

Father looked at the book.

3

14.

She drinks from her cup.

3

15.

The room is getting cold.

3

16.

A girl kicked the table.

3

17.

The wife helped her husband.

3

18.

The machine was very noisy.

3

19.

The old man is worried.

3

20.

A boy ran down the path.

4

21.

The house had a nice garden.

3

22.

She spoke to her son.

4

23.

They are crossing the street.

3

24.

Lemons grow on trees.

3

25.

He found his brother.

3
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26.

Some animals sleep on straw.

3

27.

The jelly jar was full.

3

28.

They are kneeling down.

3

29.

The girl lost her doll.

3

30.

The cook is making a cake.

3

Scottish Pre-test

Key Words
1.

The family likes fish.

3

2.

Sugar is very sweet.

3

3.

The baby is on the rug.

3

4.

The washing machine broke.

3

5.

They are clearing the table.

3

6.

The janitor swept the floor.

3

7.

A grocer sells butter.

3

8.

The bath water was warm.

3

9.

He is reaching for his spoon.

3

She hurt her hand.

3

10.
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11.

The milkman drives a small truck.

4

12.

The boy slipped on the stairs.

4

13.

They are staying for supper.

3

14.

The girl held a mirror.

3

15.

The cup is on a saucer.

3

16.

The cows are in the pasture.

3

17.

The boy got into trouble.

3

18.

They are going out.

3

19.

The football hit the goalpost.

3

20.

He paid his bill.

3

21.

The dishcloth is very wet.

3

22.

A cat jumped off the fence.

4

23.

The baby has blue eyes.

3

24.

They sat on a wooden bench.

4

25.

Mother made some curtains.

3

26.

The oven is too hot.

3

27.

The girl caught a cold.

3
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28.

The raincoat is hanging up.

3

29.

She brushed her hair.

3

30.

The two children are laughing.

3

Scottish Post-test
Key Words
1.

The pepper shaker was empty.

3

2.

The dog drank from a bowl.

3

3.

A girl came into the room.

3

4.

They are pushing an old car.

4

5.

The cat caught a mouse.

3

6.

The road goes up a hill.

4

7.

The plant is hanging above the door.

4

8.

Bananas are yellow fruit.

3

9.

The cow is on the grass.

3

10.

The coffee cups are on the table.

3

11.

He frightened his sister.

3
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12.

The basketball team is playing.

3

13.

Father picked some pears.

3

14.

The water boiled quickly.

3

15.

The man is painting a sign.

3

16.

They lost some money.

3

17.

They carried some shopping bags.

4

18.

The flowers grow in a pot.

3

19.

The lady washed the shirt.

3

20.

The cup is hanging on a hook.

3

21.

The silly boy is hiding.

3

22.

The painter used a brush.

3

23.

The grass is getting long.

3

24.

The match fell on the floor.

3

25.

The boy had a toy dragon.

3

26.

A tree fell on the house.

3

27.

The buckets hold water.

3

28.

The three girls are listening.

3
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29.

The coat is on a chair.

3

30.

The mud stuck on his shoe.

3

Appendix 2: Short-stories
Short-story Standard British Accent
The tale of Peter Rabbit
Beatrix Potter

ONCE upon a time there were four little Rabbits, and their names were— Flopsy, Mopsy,
Cotton-tail, and Peter.
They lived with their Mother in a sand-bank, underneath the root of a very big fir tree.
"NOW, my dears," said old Mrs. Rabbit one morning, "you may go into the fields or down
the lane, but don't go into Mr. McGregor's garden: your Father had an accident there; he was
put in a pie by Mrs. McGregor."
"NOW run along, and don't get into mischief. I am going out."
FLOPSY, Mopsy, and Cottontail, who were good little bunnies, went down the lane to gather
blackberries;
BUT Peter, who was very naughty, ran straight away to Mr. McGregor's garden and squeezed
under the gate!
FIRST he ate some lettuces and some French beans; and then he ate some radishes;
AND then, feeling rather sick, he went to look for some parsley.
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BUT round the end of a cucumber frame, whom should he meet but Mr. McGregor!
MR. McGREGOR was on his hands and knees planting out young cabbages, but he jumped
up and ran after Peter, waving a rake and calling out, "Stop thief!"
PETER was most dreadfully frightened; he rushed all over the garden, for he had forgotten
the way back to the gate.
He lost one of his shoes among the cabbages, and the other shoe amongst the potatoes.
AFTER losing them, he ran on four legs and went faster, so that I think he might have got
away altogether if he had not unfortunately run into a gooseberry net, and got caught by the
large buttons on his jacket. It was a blue jacket with brass buttons, quite new.
PETER gave himself up for lost, and shed big tears; but his sobs were overheard by some
friendly sparrows, who flew to him in great excitement, and implored him to exert himself.
MR. McGREGOR came up with a sieve, which he intended to pop upon the top of Peter; but
Peter wriggled out just in time, leaving his jacket behind him.
Peter rushed into the toolshed, and jumped into a can. It would have been a beautiful thing
to hide in, if it had not had so much water in it.
MR. McGREGOR was quite sure that Peter was somewhere in the toolshed, perhaps hidden
underneath a flower-pot. He began to turn them over carefully, looking under each.
Presently Peter sneezed— "Kertyschoo!" Mr. McGregor was after him in no time,
Peter jumped out of a window. The window was too small for Mr. McGregor, and he was
tired of running after Peter. He went back to his work.
PETER sat down to rest; he was out of breath and trembling with fright, and he had not the
least idea which way to go. Also he was very damp with sitting in that can.
After a time he began to wander about, going lippity— lippity—not very fast, and looking
all around.
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HE found a door in a wall; but it was locked, and there was no room for a fat little rabbit to
squeeze underneath.
HE went back towards the tool-shed, but suddenly, quite close to him, he heard the noise of
a hoe—scr-r-ritch, scratch, scratch, scritch. Peter scuttered underneath the bushes. But
presently, as nothing happened, he came out, and climbed upon a wheelbarrow, and peeped
over. The first thing he saw was Mr. McGregor hoeing onions. His back was turned towards
Peter, and beyond him was the gate!
PETER got down very quietly off the wheelbarrow, and started running as fast as he could
go, along a straight walk behind some black-currant bushes.
Mr. McGregor caught sight of him at the corner, but Peter did not care. He slipped underneath
the gate, and was safe at last in the wood outside the garden.
PETER never stopped running or looked behind him till he got home to the big fir-tree.

Short-story Regional Scottish Accent
The Cats of Ulthar
H.P. Lovecraft
It is said that in Ulthar, which lies beyond the river Skai, no man may kill a cat; and this I
can verily believe as I gaze upon him who sits purring before the fire. For the cat is cryptic,
and close to strange things which men cannot see. He is the soul of antique Aegyptus, and
bearer of tales from forgotten cities in Meroe and Ophir.
In Ulthar, before ever the burgesses forbade the killing of cats, there dwelt an old cotter and
his wife who delighted to trap and slay the cats of their neighbors. Why they did this I know
not; save that many hate the voice of the cat in the night, and take it ill that cats should run
stealthily about yards and gardens at twilight. But whatever the reason, this old man and
woman took pleasure in trapping and slaying every cat which came near to their hovel; and
from some of the sounds heard after dark, many villagers fancied that the manner of slaying
was exceedingly peculiar. But the villagers did not discuss such things with the old man and
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his wife; because of the habitual expression on the withered faces of the two, and because
their cottage was so small and so darkly hidden under spreading oaks at the back of a
neglected yard. In truth, much as the owners of cats hated these odd folk, they feared them
more; and instead of berating them as brutal assassins, merely took care that no cherished pet
or mouser should stray toward the remote hovel under the dark trees. When through some
unavoidable oversight a cat was missed, and sounds heard after dark, the loser would lament
impotently; or console himself by thanking Fate that it was not one of his children who had
thus vanished. For the people of Ulthar were simple, and knew not whence it is all cats first
came.
One day a caravan of strange wanderers from the South entered the narrow cobbled streets
of Ulthar. Dark wanderers they were, and unlike the other roving folk who passed through
the village twice every year. What was the land of these wanderers none could tell; but it was
seen that they were given to strange prayers, and that they had painted on the sides of their
wagons strange figures with human bodies and the heads of cats, hawks, rams and lions. And
the leader of the caravan wore a headdress with two horns and a curious disk between the
horns.
There was in this singular caravan a little boy with no father or mother, but only a tiny black
kitten to cherish. The plague had not been kind to him, yet had left him this small furry thing
to mitigate his sorrow; and when one is very young, one can find great relief in the lively
antics of a black kitten. So the boy whom the dark people called Menes smiled more often
than he wept as he sat playing with his graceful kitten on the steps of an oddly painted wagon.
On the third morning of the wanderers stay in Ulthar, Menes could not find his kitten; and as
he sobbed aloud in the market-place certain villagers told him of the old man and his wife,
and of sounds heard in the night. And when he heard these things his sobbing gave place to
meditation, and finally to prayer. He stretched out his arms toward the sun and prayed in a
tongue no villager could understand; though indeed the villagers did not try very hard to
understand, since their attention was mostly taken up by the sky and the odd shapes the clouds
were assuming. It was very peculiar, but as the little boy uttered his petition there seemed to
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form overhead the shadowy, nebulous figures of exotic things; of hybrid creatures crowned
with horn-flanked disks. Nature is full of such illusions to impress the imaginative.

Appendix 3: Experiment Presentation Script
.sce file
scenario = "AccentExp";
pcl_file = "AccentExpMAIN.pcl";
no_logfile = false;
response_matching = simple_matching;
active_buttons = 1;
button_codes = 1;
default_background_color = 0, 0, 0; #black
default_text_color = 235, 235, 235; #light grey
default_font = "arial";
default_font_size = 20;
default_text_align = align_left;
######### BEGIN ##########
begin;
TEMPLATE "LibraryV102.tem";
######## PICTURES ########
picture { text { caption = "Welcome to the experiment!"; } t_welcome; x = 0; y = 0;
} p_welcome;
picture { text { caption = "As first we want to run some practice trials"; } t_instruct1a; x = 0; y
= 35;
text { caption = "When you are ready, press Enter";} t_instruct1b; x = 0;
y = -35;
} p_instruct1;
picture { text { caption = "Het experiment zal beginnen"; } t_instruct2a; x = 0; y = 35;
text { caption = "Druk op ENTER om het experiment te starten";}
t_instruct2b; x = 0; y = -35;
} p_instruct2;
picture { text { caption = "Het experiment zal beginnen"; } t_instruct3a; x = 0; y = 35;
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text { caption = "Druk op ENTER om het experiment te starten";}
t_instruct3b; x = 0; y = -35;
} p_instruct3;
picture {

text {caption = "Tijdens dit experiment zal je Engelse zinnen te horen krijgen.
Het is jouw taak om de zin te typen die je denkt gehoord te hebben.
Druk op ENTER om naar de volgende zin te gaan.
Reageer zo snel mogelijk, maar probeer ook om geen typefouten te maken.
Heb je nog vragen? Stel ze dan nu aan de onderzoeker.
Bedankt voor je deelname en succes!
Druk op ENTER om naar de zinnen te luisteren."; };
x = 0; y = 0;
} p_instruction;
picture {
text {
caption = "Type je antwoord:";
#
font_size = 48;
} instruct_text;
x = 0; y = 200;
text {
caption = " ";
#
font_size = 48;
} my_text;
x = 0; y = 0;
} my_pic;
picture {text {caption = " "; font_size = 30;}t_trial1; x=-256; y=0;
text {caption = " "; font_size = 30;}t_trial2; x=256; y=0;
} p_trial;
picture {text {caption = " "; font_size = 20;}t_debug1;x=0;y=300;
text {caption = " "; font_size = 20;}t_debug2;x=0;y=270;
text {caption = " "; font_size = 20;}t_debug3;x=0;y=240;
text {caption = " "; font_size = 20;}t_debug4;x=0;y=210;
text {caption = " "; font_size = 20;}t_debug5;x=0;y=180;
text {caption = " "; font_size = 20;}t_debug6;x=0;y=150;
text {caption = " "; font_size = 20;}t_debug7;x=0;y=120;
text {caption = " "; font_size = 20;}t_debug8;x=0;y=90;
text {caption = " "; font_size = 20;}t_debug9;x=0;y=60;
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text {caption = " "; font_size = 20;}t_debug10;x=0;y=30;
text {caption = " "; font_size = 20;}t_debug11;x=0;y=0;
} p_debug;
picture {text {caption = "Pauze\n\nDruk op een knop om verder te gaan met het experiment";
font_size = 24;};
x = 0; y = 0;
} p_pause;
picture { text { caption = "Dat was het eerste deel. Bedankt!"; } t_end1; x = 0; y = 0;
text { caption = " "; } t_end1b; x = 0; y = -40;
text { caption = "Druk op enter. "; } t_end1c; x = 0; y = -80;
} p_end;
picture { text { caption = "Ben je klaar om te beginnen met het volgende blok?"; } t_next1; x =
0; y = 0;
text { caption = " "; } t_next2; x = 0; y = -40;
text { caption = "Druk op een knop om verder te gaan met het
experiment"; } t_next3; x = 0; y = -80;
} p_NextBlock;
sound { wavefile { filename = ""; preload = false;} MyWavefile;} MySound;

info.pcl file
include "LibraryV102.pcl";

# Include all library functions

# --------------------- VARIABLES INITIATION ---------------------------int i;
int j;
int iBlockNo;
int iBlockIdx;
int iText2Idx;
int iMaxBlocks1 = 1;
#int iMaxBlocks2 = 1;
int iBlockTrialSize1 = 30;
#int iBlockTrialSize2 = 30;

# total amount of trials
# total amount of trials

int iBlock1To6TrialsPerBlock = 30; # 30 trials per block
#int iBlootstellingBlockTrialSize = 1;
#int iPractBlockTrialSize = 8;
int iMaxColumns =6;
# number of columns in input file
int iTrialNo;
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int iWaitBeforeExperimentStarts = 1000;
int iWaitBetweenTrials = 1000;
int iPauseAfterNTrials = iBlock1To6TrialsPerBlock;
int iFixationtime = 500;
int iTimestamp1;
int iTimestamp2;
string sSubjectname;
# --------------------------- files ------------------------------string sStimfilename1;
#string sStimfilename2;
string sStimfilename_letter;
string sBlootstellingStimfile = "Blootstelling1a.txt";
string sPractStimfile = "Practice.txt";
output_file ofile1 = new output_file;
string outputfilename1;
#string outputfilename2;
string templog;
# --------------------- INPUT FILE VARIABLES INITIATION ----------------------------;
array <string> asStimdata1[iMaxBlocks1][iBlockTrialSize1][iMaxColumns];
#array <string> asStimdata2[iMaxBlocks2][iBlockTrialSize2][iMaxColumns];
array <string> asBlootstellingStimdata[iBlootstellingBlockTrialSize][iMaxColumns];
array <string> asPractStimdata[iPractBlockTrialSize][iMaxColumns];
# --------------------- OUTPUT FILE VARIABLES INITIATION ----------------------------;
array <string> asResponse1[iBlockTrialSize1];
#array <string> asResponse2[iBlockTrialSize2];
array <int> aiRespTime1[iBlockTrialSize1];
#array <int> aiRespTime2[iBlockTrialSize2];
############################# INITIATION ####################################
MAIN.pcl file
include "AccentExpSUBS.pcl";
# Include all the subroutines.
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loop until clock.time() >= 0 begin end;
the clock is no longer negative.

# Loop until

sSubjectname = logfile.subject();
subject name
if (sSubjectname.count()==0)
then
Get_Kbd_Input ("Please enter subject name: ");
sSubjectname = Kbd_Input;
end;

# Get

#Get_Kbd_Input ("Please enter condition letter: ");
#sStimfilename_letter = Kbd_Input;
sStimfilename1 = "list1b.txt";
#sStimfilename1 = "list1" + sStimfilename_letter + ".txt";
#sStimfilename2 = "list2" + sStimfilename_letter + ".txt";
Get_stimulus_file1(sStimfilename1);
# read in stimuli using our own import routine
#Get_stimulus_file2(sStimfilename2);
# read in stimuli using our own import routine
Get_blootstellingstim_file(sBlootstellingStimfile);
Get_practstim_file(sPractStimfile);
read in stimuli for practice

# read in stimuli for blootstelling
#

outputfilename1 = sSubjectname + "_block_1" + sStimfilename_letter + "_logfile.txt";
#outputfilename2 = sSubjectname + "_block_2" + sStimfilename_letter + "logfile.txt";
CreateOutput(outputfilename1);
# Write header things of logfile
#CreateOutput(outputfilename2);
# Write header things of logfile
##########################start experiment###############################
#asStimdata.shuffle();
# randomize blocks if you need it
#randomize order of stimuli
asStimdata1[1].shuffle(1, iBlootstellingBlockTrialSize);
# our blootstelling block 1
asStimdata1[1].shuffle(1, iPractBlockTrialSize);
# our practice block 1
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asStimdata1[1].shuffle(1, iBlock1To6TrialsPerBlock);

# our list1a
#asStimdata2[1].shuffle(1, iBlootstellingBlockTrialSize);
# our blootstelling block 1
#asStimdata2[1].shuffle(1, iPractBlockTrialSize);
# our practice block 1
#asStimdata2[1].shuffle(1, iBlock1To6TrialsPerBlock);
# our list1a
#asStimdata[1].shuffle((1*iBlock1To6TrialsPerBlock+1), (2*iBlock1To6TrialsPerBlock));
block 1,2
#asStimdata[1].shuffle((2*iBlock1To6TrialsPerBlock+1), (3*iBlock1To6TrialsPerBlock));
block 2,3
#asStimdata[1].shuffle((3*iBlock1To6TrialsPerBlock+1), (4*iBlock1To6TrialsPerBlock));
block 3,4
#asStimdata[1].shuffle((4*iBlock1To6TrialsPerBlock+1), (5*iBlock1To6TrialsPerBlock));
block 5
#asStimdata[1].shuffle((5*iBlock1To6TrialsPerBlock+1), (6*iBlock1To6TrialsPerBlock));
block 6
#asStimdata[1].shuffle((6*iBlock1To6TrialsPerBlock+1), iBlockTrialSize);
# our block 7

# our
# our
# our
# our
# our

p_instruction.present();
# present first screen
WaitForAllButtonpress();
#RunBlootstellingTrials();
#RunPracticeTrials();
p_instruct2.present();
WaitForAllButtonpress();
p_default.present();

# black screen at the beginning
Wait (iWaitBeforeExperimentStarts);
loop iBlockNo = 1 until iBlockNo > iMaxBlocks1
begin
RunTrials1();

# run test trials

#
#

p_instruct3.present();
WaitForAllButtonpress();

#

RunTrials2();
if (iBlockNo < iMaxBlocks1)
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then

else

end;

p_NextBlock.present();
# present the next block screen
WaitForAllButtonpress();
p_end.present();
# present the last screen
WaitForAllButtonpress();

iBlockNo = iBlockNo + 1;
end;
######################## CONDITION INFO SUBS ##############################
include "AccentExpINFO.pcl";

# Include all the variables.

SUBS.pcl file
#-----------------------------Get_blootstelling_file-----------------------------------sub Get_blootstellingstim_file(string str )
begin
string sDummy;
int iTrialcount;
input_file inputfile = new input_file;
inputfile.open( str );
inputfile.set_delimiter( '\n' );
get_line()

#

sDummy = inputfile.get_line();
dummy read of the first line

for
#

loop iTrialcount = 1 until
inputfile.end_of_file() || iTrialcount > (iBlootstellingBlockTrialSize) ||
!inputfile.last_succeeded()
begin
item
type
noise

sentence

asBlootstellingStimdata[iTrialcount][1] = inputfile.get_string();

#

asBlootstellingStimdata[iTrialcount][2] = inputfile.get_string();

#

asBlootstellingStimdata[iTrialcount][3] = inputfile.get_string();

#

asBlootstellingStimdata[iTrialcount][4] = inputfile.get_string();
asBlootstellingStimdata[iTrialcount][5] = inputfile.get_string();
asBlootstellingStimdata[iTrialcount][6] = inputfile.get_string();

# snr
# wav
#
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sDummy = inputfile.get_line();
end;

iTrialcount = iTrialcount + 1;

if !inputfile.last_succeeded() then
term.print( "Error - not enough lines in blootstellingstimuli List\n" )
elseif !inputfile.end_of_file() then
term.print( "Error - too many lines in blootstellingstimuli List\n" )
end;
inputfile.close();
end;

#-----------------------------Get_practstim_file-----------------------------------sub Get_practstim_file(string str )
begin
string sDummy;
int iTrialcount;
input_file inputfile = new input_file;
inputfile.open( str );
inputfile.set_delimiter( '\n' );
get_line()
sDummy = inputfile.get_line();
dummy read of the first line

#

for
#

loop iTrialcount = 1 until
inputfile.end_of_file() || iTrialcount > (iPractBlockTrialSize) ||
!inputfile.last_succeeded()
begin
asPractStimdata[iTrialcount][1] = inputfile.get_string();
asPractStimdata[iTrialcount][2] = inputfile.get_string();
asPractStimdata[iTrialcount][3] = inputfile.get_string();
asPractStimdata[iTrialcount][4] = inputfile.get_string();
asPractStimdata[iTrialcount][5] = inputfile.get_string();
asPractStimdata[iTrialcount][6] = inputfile.get_string();

# item
# type
# noise
# snr
# wav
# sentence

sDummy = inputfile.get_line();
iTrialcount = iTrialcount + 1;
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end;
if !inputfile.last_succeeded() then
term.print( "Error - not enough lines in practstimuli List\n" )
elseif !inputfile.end_of_file() then
term.print( "Error - too many lines in practstimuli List\n" )
end;
inputfile.close();
end;
#-----------------------------Get_stimulus_file-----------------------------------sub Get_stimulus_file1(string str )
begin
string sDummy;
int iTrialcount;
int iBlockcount;
input_file inputfile = new input_file;
inputfile.open( str );
inputfile.set_delimiter( '\n' );
get_line()
sDummy = inputfile.get_line();
dummy read of the first line

#

for
#

loop iBlockcount = 1 until iBlockcount > (iMaxBlocks1)
begin
loop iTrialcount = 1 until
inputfile.end_of_file() || iTrialcount > (iBlockTrialSize1) ||
!inputfile.last_succeeded()
begin
asStimdata1[iBlockcount][iTrialcount][1] = inputfile.get_string(); # item
asStimdata1[iBlockcount][iTrialcount][2] = inputfile.get_string(); # type
asStimdata1[iBlockcount][iTrialcount][3] = inputfile.get_string(); # noise
asStimdata1[iBlockcount][iTrialcount][4] = inputfile.get_string(); # snr
asStimdata1[iBlockcount][iTrialcount][5] = inputfile.get_string(); # wav
asStimdata1[iBlockcount][iTrialcount][6] = inputfile.get_string(); # sentence
sDummy = inputfile.get_line();
end;

iTrialcount = iTrialcount + 1;
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iBlockcount = iBlockcount + 1;
end;
if !inputfile.last_succeeded() then
term.print( "Error - not enough lines in stimuli List\n" )
elseif !inputfile.end_of_file() then
term.print( "Error - too many lines in stimuli List\n" )
end;
inputfile.close();
end;

############################ LOGFILE #######################
#-----------------------------CreateOutput-----------------------------------sub CreateOutput(string str ) begin
templog = "";
templog.append("Scenario - NoiseExp\n");
templog.append("Logfile written - " + date_time() + "\n");
templog.append("Subject: " + sSubjectname + "\n\n");
templog.append("item");
templog.append("\t");
templog.append("type");
templog.append("\t");
templog.append("noise");
templog.append("\t");
templog.append("snr");
templog.append("\t");
templog.append("wav");
templog.append("\t");
templog.append("sentence");
templog.append("\t");
templog.append("reactiontime");
templog.append("\t");
templog.append("response");
templog.append("\n");
ofile1.open( str, true ); # don't overwrite
#Create header of output file
ofile1.print( templog );
templog = "";
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ofile1.close();
end;
#-----------------------------WriteOutput2------------------sub WriteOutput2(string str, int jj) begin
templog.append(asStimdata1[iBlockNo][jj][1]);
templog.append("\t");
templog.append(asStimdata1[iBlockNo][jj][2]);
templog.append("\t");
templog.append(asStimdata1[iBlockNo][jj][3]);
templog.append("\t");
templog.append(asStimdata1[iBlockNo][jj][4]);
templog.append("\t");
templog.append(asStimdata1[iBlockNo][jj][5]);
templog.append("\t");
templog.append(asStimdata1[iBlockNo][jj][6]);
sentence
templog.append("\t");
templog.append(string(aiRespTime1[jj]));
write RT
templog.append("\t");
templog.append(asResponse1[jj]);
# write response
templog.append("\n");
ofile1.open_append ( str );
ofile1.print( templog );
templog = "";
ofile1.close();
end;

# write item
# write type
# write noise
# write snr
# write wav
#

write
#

# append

#-----------------------------ShowDebugScreen------------------sub ShowDebugScreen(int ii) begin
t_debug1.set_caption(asStimdata1[iBlockNo][ii][1]);
t_debug2.set_caption(asStimdata1[iBlockNo][ii][2]);
t_debug3.set_caption(asStimdata1[iBlockNo][ii][3]);
t_debug4.set_caption(asStimdata1[iBlockNo][ii][4]);
t_debug5.set_caption(asStimdata1[iBlockNo][ii][5]);
t_debug6.set_caption(asStimdata1[iBlockNo][ii][6]);
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t_debug1.redraw();
t_debug2.redraw();
t_debug3.redraw();
t_debug4.redraw();
t_debug5.redraw();
t_debug6.redraw();
p_debug.present();
end;
############################ TRIAL #######################
#-----------------------------RunBlootstellingTrials------------------sub RunBlootstellingTrials begin
begin

loop iTrialNo = 1 until iTrialNo > (iBlootstellingBlockTrialSize)

#write here your experiment
MyWavefile.unload();
MyWavefile.set_filename(asBlootstellingStimdata[iTrialNo][5]);
load new wavfile, column 5
term.print(MyWavefile.filename()+"\n");
MyWavefile.load();
p_fixation.present();
Wait (iFixationtime);
p_default.present();

#

# present a black screen during wavfile is playing

MySound.present();
Wait(MyWavefile.duration());
iTimestamp1 = clock.time();
# get first time stamp
Get_Kbd_Input ("Het oefenblok waarin je een spreker hoort praten in hetzelfde
geroezemoes zal beginnen zodra je op ENTER drukt.");
iTimestamp2 = clock.time();
# get second time stamp
default.present();
Wait (iWaitBetweenTrials);
iTrialNo = iTrialNo + 1;
end;

# ready for next loop run
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end;

default.present();

#-----------------------------RunPracticeTrials------------------sub RunPracticeTrials begin
begin

loop iTrialNo = 1 until iTrialNo > (iPractBlockTrialSize)

#write here your experiment
MyWavefile.unload();
MyWavefile.set_filename(asPractStimdata[iTrialNo][5]);
wavfile, column 5
term.print(MyWavefile.filename()+"\n");
MyWavefile.load();
p_fixation.present();
Wait (iFixationtime);
p_default.present();

# load new

# present a black screen during wavfile is playing

MySound.present();
Wait(MyWavefile.duration());
iTimestamp1 = clock.time();
# get first time stamp
Get_Kbd_Input ("Type je antwoord: ");
iTimestamp2 = clock.time();
# get second time stamp
default.present();
Wait (iWaitBetweenTrials);
iTrialNo = iTrialNo + 1;
end;
end;

# ready for next loop run

default.present();

#-----------------------------RunTrials------------------sub RunTrials1 begin
begin

loop iTrialNo = 1 until iTrialNo > (iBlockTrialSize1)
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#write here your experiment
#ShowDebugScreen(iTrialNo);
#WaitForAllButtonpress();
#write here your experiment
MyWavefile.unload();
MyWavefile.set_filename(asStimdata1[iBlockNo][iTrialNo][5]);
column 5
term.print(MyWavefile.filename()+"\n");
MyWavefile.load();
p_fixation.present();
Wait (iFixationtime);
p_default.present();

# load new wavfile,

# present a black screen during wavfile is

playing

MySound.present();
Wait(MyWavefile.duration());
iTimestamp1 = clock.time();
# get first time stamp
#Get_Kbd_Input ("Type je antwoord: ");
system_keyboard.set_log_keypresses(true);
system_keyboard.get_input( my_pic, my_text, "" );
#
#
#

system_keyboard.set_max_length( 1 );
system_keyboard.set_delimiter( '\n' );
int my_last_input = 0;

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

string caption = "";
loop until system_keyboard.last_input_type() == keyboard_delimiter
begin
caption = caption + system_keqqyboard.get_input();
input_text.set_caption( caption );
input_text.redraw();
input_trial.present();
end;

iTimestamp2 = clock.time();

# get second time stamp
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asResponse1[iTrialNo] = Kbd_Input;
# store the given response
aiRespTime1[iTrialNo] = iTimestamp2 - iTimestamp1;
# compute and store response time
WriteOutput2(outputfilename1, iTrialNo);
# write results to logfile
default.present();
Wait (iWaitBetweenTrials);
iTrialNo = iTrialNo + 1;
end;

end;

# ready for next loop run

Appendix 4: Representation of calculated processing time
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Appendix 5: Data Filtering R Script
merge_files <- function(folder1, folder2, output_file)
{
files_folder1 <- list.files(folder1)
files_folder2 <- list.files(folder2)
merged_file <- as.data.frame(merged_file <- vector(length=0))
for(a in 1:(length(files_folder1)))
{
input_file_1 <- files_folder1[a]
search_pattern <- sub(pattern="^(.+\\.).+$", replace="\\1", x=input_file_1, perl=TRUE)
participant_number <- sub(pattern="^(|[^0-9]+)([0-9]+).*\\..*$", replace="\\2", x=input_file_1,
perl=TRUE)
for(b in 1:(length(files_folder2)))
{
if(grepl(pattern=search_pattern, x=files_folder2[b]))
{
input_file_2 <- paste(folder2, files_folder2[b], sep = "/")
}
}
input_file_1 <- paste(folder1, files_folder1[a], sep = "/")
one_part_file <- merge_responses(input_file_1, input_file_2, participant_number)
one_part_file <- calculate_processing_time(one_part_file, input_file_2)
merged_file <- rbind(merged_file, one_part_file)
}
colnames(merged_file) <- c("Participant", "Item", "Correct", "Observed", "Total reaction time",
"Processing time")
write.table(x = merged_file, file = output_file, quote = FALSE, sep = "\t",
row.names = FALSE, col.names = TRUE)
}
merge_responses <- function(input_file_1, input_file_2, participant_number)
{
correct <- readLines(con = input_file_1, n = -1)
observed <- readLines(con = input_file_2, n = -1)
correct_responses <- vector(length=0)
observed_responses <- vector(length=0)
reaction_times <- vector(length=0)
single_line <- ""
correct_response <- ""
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observed_response <- ""
reaction_time <- 0
for(a in 1:(length(correct)))
{
if(grepl(pattern="^[0-9]+\\s", x=correct[a]))
{
single_line <- correct[a]
correct_response
<sub(pattern="^\\S+\\t\\S+\\t\\S+\\t\\S+\\t\\S+\\t(\\w+)\\t\\S+\\t.*$",
replace="\\1", x=single_line, perl=TRUE)
reaction_time
<sub(pattern="^\\S+\\t\\S+\\t\\S+\\t\\S+\\t\\S+\\t\\w+\\t([0-9]+)\\t.*$",
replace="\\1", x=single_line, perl=TRUE)
reaction_time <- as.numeric(reaction_time)
correct_responses <- c(correct_responses, correct_response)
reaction_times <- c(reaction_times, reaction_time)
single_line <- ""
correct_response <- ""
reaction_time <- 0
}
}
for(a in 1:(length(observed)))
{
if((grepl(pattern="^[0-9]+\\tKey\\s+Input",
x=observed[a])
&
grepl(pattern="^[09]+\\tText\\s+Input", x=observed[a+1])))
{
single_line <- observed[a+1]
observed_response <- sub(pattern="^[0-9]+\\t.+\\t(.+)\\t[0-9]+\\t[0-9]+\\t[0-9]+$", replace="\\1",
x=single_line, perl=TRUE)
observed_responses <- c(observed_responses, observed_response)
single_line <- ""
observed_response <- ""
}
}
participant_numbers <- rep(participant_number, length(correct_responses))
item_numbers <- c(1:(length(correct_responses)))
one_part_file <- cbind(participant_numbers, item_numbers, correct_responses, observed_responses,
reaction_times)
#sort?
return(one_part_file)
}
calculate_processing_time <- function(one_part_file, input_file_2)
{
observed <- readLines(con = input_file_2, n = -1)
item <- 0
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processing_times <- vector(length=0)
for(a in 1:(length(observed)))
{
if((grepl(pattern="^[0-9]+\\tResponse", x=observed[a]) & grepl(pattern="^[0-9]+\\tKey\\s+Input",
x=observed[a+1])))
{
item <- item + 1
key_begin
<sub(pattern="^[0-9]+\\t+.+\\t+[0-9]+\\t+([0-9]+)\\t+[0-9]+\\t+[0-9]+$",
replace="\\1", x=observed[a+1], perl=TRUE)
key_begin <- as.numeric(key_begin)
for(b in a:(length(observed)))
{
if(grepl(pattern="^[0-9]+\\tText\\s+Input", x=observed[b]))
{
key_eind <- sub(pattern="^[0-9]+\\t+.+\\t+.+\\t+([0-9]+)\\t+[0-9]+\\t+[0-9]+$", replace="\\1",
x=observed[b], perl=TRUE)
key_eind <- as.numeric(key_eind)
break
}
}
typing_time <- key_eind - key_begin
typing_time <- typing_time / 10
reaction_time <- as.numeric(one_part_file[item, 5])
processing_time <- reaction_time - typing_time
processing_times <- c(processing_times, processing_time)
}
}
one_part_file <- cbind(one_part_file, processing_times)
return(one_part_file)
}
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Appendix 6: R-model Mixed Model Regression Analysis

model AIC
modelB1 21839.69
modelB3 21677.6
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